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I have lived this all my natural life as many know the talk, rumors of this or that comes around as
a Farris wheel at times. Some is just hear-say; others, just fantasies. I have never, nor will I, say
anything for which I cannot show the evidence and the facts. I am going to keep certain people’s
names out, due to conditions I must adhere to, in order to be allowed to disclose this data sheet for
you to see and know. One of the rules requested of me and I have agreed since I know people have
been silenced for permanently by speaking openly about this very sensitive matter. It is all upon
the very name of Project Aquarius and technology that was being created to defend this world
from darken forces that are coming here, and some are already here. The US Presidents involved
and where it all started at and where it will end…So with that said, sit down, strap yourself in your
seat, we are going to really blast off here.
Many have heard and seen the crap mentioned on various sites on the web about this Secret Space
Program/I will simplify it with the letters of SSP to save space here and you shall know what I am
talking about. The arrival of our Father Thor in 1957 and the reasoning behind it was to check up
on all of us as children, but there were more things to come forward also. To build a defense system
for mankind to protect people here from the darken forces of the ones who created all the terror
we see today. That is no great secret I think. The facts started actually in 1958, with the first
systems to be created with technology from us as a collective. This was not only talked about with
other world leaders, as Thor did, but with the help from many others, not of this world. Yet some
of this was told in Biblical texts and a grave warning it was too. But then some have never caught
that concept from the beginning, some would call it nonsense. The secrecy would be named that
of “PROJECT SOLAR WARDEN”. History will tell you that things are repeating itself. It was
our mission to make sure that it doesn’t. As I said, I will name some names here and the main
person to implicate the start of it would be President Eisenhower and his military complex staff.
He mentioned this in his farewell speech when he left office. His speech is easily found on the
Internet.
The MJ12 unit then were being headed up by Admiral Roscoe Hillenkoetter under the direction
and order of then President Eisenhower. The existence of MJ12 and the members had been kept
secret since the Roswell crash and for good reasons. To alert the world of an invading force coming
here and others like us who were also coming had to be kept secret for the facts, the world would
surely have gone into panic mode. Evidence and data concerning the Roswell event of July 2nd,
1947 and all the exhibits concerning that of the retrieval and the existence of one live ET (later to
be referred to as an EBE) could not be told openly. As you shall see, nothing was ever talked
about this event until the late 80’s-90’s, and then I did say it was several of us inside the unit of
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ZINGO that hijacked the facts concerning the evidence of these documents-MJ12. Things were
starting to get hot in the early nineties as I have said, and reasoning why was this man named
Clinton was coming to the oval office. I chose to not be a part of the evil this man carried. It’s selfexplanatory, but what does that have to do with the SSP, you may ask? He was another fixture for
the darken forces that had stolen this nations security. Kennedy lost his life over it and JFK was
going to tell the world about the things taking place inside this nation. JFK was briefed by
Eisenhower and Truman regularly when he was in the White House. As Long as the powerful
Americans could be kept off balance, they were miles ahead of the game of complete domination,
and the cost of many lives through the creation of proxy wars, governments turmoil and coups.
They have kept this going for decades now. So who was behind keeping this nation off balance?
The Roman Catholic Church, as I have expressed many times, through their guidance and control
of the United Nations.
Project Solar Warden was too complex for any one nation to undergo. Many, such as the Soviets
who were in the loop, knew ever so well that they had found out the existence of extraterrestrial
visits and that something graven had taken place on this earth, eons in the past; way before the
United States ever knew. The Nazis had found some of this technology in Northern Africa in the
late 30’s and had brought it back to Germany. They had been directed by the Catholic Church of
its existence and where it might have been hidden. They did, in fact, break the Vril codes and knew
what was left here from a very ancient war that had taken place. Many occult symbols within the
codes were understood and development of this weaponry was well under way during the start of
WWII. Fortunately for the world, many of Germany’s scientists defected to the United States
because they knew what was about to happen if they continued. Operation Paperclip came into the
forefront, as most know about. Most of these scientists came here and some went to Russia. Those
remaining few, were either shot dead, or placed in hidden prisons where they would eventually
die.
SOLAR WARDEN was the dream of development to protect and defend the world from the ones
that the Church of Rome had embraced. We are not going to chastise the Catholic Church on this,
but they are criminals among us parading around as something holy, yet, look at what has taken
place over the last few years, as these events have now come to light. The dark evil these people
have embraced and many other preachers also, too many to mention their names and I won’t, but
you know who they are. But the others involved, oh you watch me from afar, your names are
personally going to be mentioned. Defense from what and who? Does anyone ask that openly? No
sir and they won’t. But here I will, ever since I left the agency, I did, in fact, take things with me
that I knew I would need in the future. Now...the future is now. Here we go!
An ATS-ABOVE TOP SECRET memo, which I have right here before me at this time, some of
you have seen it, so one of the requirements is that I not show it openly, and I will not, but as I
said, I did allow only a few selective ones to see what I am saying is a fact, but a tilted that of…”
UFO’S and DEFENSE: what to prepare for? So what are we to fear and what are we protecting
others from? The Draconians, who we have been at war with from the inception of creation; none
other than the serpent that was in the garden. The report is lengthy, but I shall say what certain
parts mentioned in this report. The reports call an identity as that of the VSD…which means
“VARIED SYSTEMS of DEFENSE”. In the report which is highly classified, it calls on the world
nations who are capable of intercepting certain space vehicles and shoot them down. These
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vehicles were described as that of large circular, cigar shape, and oval-egg shaped crafts of
unknown origins. Well, what the reports did not say was anything about triangular crafts, which
are ours and those with the collective that are here to defend the people of earth. Self-explanatory,
as I have identified them with those who I have talked with and have shown on the various sites I
have been on.
The group within the report and the leaders assigned to this section, were General Bernard Norlain,
Chief of Staff for the Institute of Advanced National Defense studies. (IHEDN) HE HAS
BROUGHT FORTH ALONG WITH HIS OTHER COUNTERPARTS ACROSS THE GLOBE
TO HAVE THE SAME RESPONSIVE UNITS READY TO GO AT A MOMENTS NOTICE. In
caps for the severity of the cause at this time. This was not purely academic study of theories, but
a real and industrial threat which President Eisenhower warned us about back in 1961. Not only
did this serve the national communities, but served humanity as well. In this site, came the now
being-constructed SSP; and thusly, implemented—not only military, but also civilian authorities
who were chosen to assist under their national guidance of the Federation that our Father, Thor
warned and brought the technologies to this world, but many mankind leaders feared that they
would lose their control over their power base structure. But our Father warned them, they would
lose more if they didn’t heed to the facts coming this way. Much of the MJ12 group was not only
various ones from the United States, but other nations once the implications were realized by
members of special teams across the world.
The mentioning of the 33 children, known by the Catholic Church called the Golden Angels, were
coming and soon would be here, and the incident in Roswell, was in fact a aerial dog fight that
took place. It didn’t take President Truman long to form a group to study what had been retrieved
from the desert of New Mexico in 1947. But “who, what and why” was this alien craft here? It
would take some eight years for that question to be answered. In fact, it only took only six months
for it to be realized, the Hart Canyon craft found completely intact and another fact that things
were looking like a very bad B movie, but ever so real. That craft would be found accidently on
March 20, 1948. It would become known as the Aztec crash, not publicly on it, as the Roswell
incident would get, but equally disturbing to those who witnessed the finds on the inside of that
craft. As I was told along with my other siblings, there were children inside also. Connecting all
the dots as we know them today, they were being used for sacrifices most likely to the Draco
beings who flew the craft. Just like the other rumors that circulate around the UFO communities
about child sex trafficking and slavery. This goes on even today and to think, it was mentioned in
the Biblical records as fact. I shall keep the Bible context out of this for the time being.
The craft recovered in Hart Canyon New Mexico contained several dead lizard-like beings and the
remains of over 60 human beings. Some of them had been dissected and some appeared to have
been eaten alive. But in eight years the communications from our people would begin and
Eisenhower would surely meet with our people in Albuquerque, New Mexico at Holloman Field.
Preparing for the first face-to-face contact with earth’s leaders. That meeting took place on June
25, 1955. I wish to share the people who were there that infamous day, you look at the “who’s
who” in this party. It would be known in years to come as that of ‘SILVER WHEEL #1 AND #2.
I have watched both reals from 1954 and 1955.
RUNWAY 18B…TIME NOW IA 09:27am/CST…ROBERT CUTLER/NSA…JAMES
LAY/NSC…Dr. DONALD MENZEL/ASTRONOMER…GENERAL NATHAN
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TWINING/USAF…ROBERT MONTAQUE/SCIENTIST…COLONIAL ANDREW
GOODPASTER/SEC of the NAVY…Dr. ROBERT RIENER/USAF=HOLLOMAN…ALLEN
DULLES/CIA…SIGNOR MARTELLO SAHENNLIA/VATICAN…CARDINAL
BATTERINO/VATICAN…CARDINAL FRANCIS MacINTYRE/VATICAN…RICHARD
DOTY/CIA…GENERAL ROB WHEELING/US ARMY…SENATOR DALE GRISSOM…SENATOR
LARRY NELLS…Dr. EDWIN NOURSE/ADVISOR…CONGRESSMAN FRANKLIN
HEARST…CHARLES SUGGS/NAVAL INTEL…WILLIAM COLBY/DCI…Dr. MICHAEL
WOLFE/ADVISOR…PHILLIP CORSO/AID TO CHARLES SUGGS.

Such a pivotal point in human affairs and to think, all to prepare for the arrival of Valiant Thor.
Funny, Frank Stranges’ story never mentioned this, and the arrival took place on April 12, 1957;
and things would come to light to the choice ones for three years, the start of the SSP. Concrete
problems coming to humanity and a repose in terms of action had to be prepared. I saw it as the
complete hypothesis to the extraterrestrial visitation, and as we already knew from the ones inside
the CIA, they walked among us. The phenomenon as some called it, had to be done correctly and
as a joint effort on all parts of human interaction of the defense of this world was to be taken
seriously. And it was as we know it. The extent of the world’s knowledge was still in infancy state
at the time, but research organizations were being constructed to achieve the ultimate goal of
defense for humanity. Sounds crazy to some, but the fire was starting to smolder and rise. It would
not only conclude with the various militaries around the world, but civilian groups who were
selected to be part of something of greatness. Many were air traffic controllers who were ordered
to report every unknown sighting and witnesses to the ones assigned to the investigation units.
These units were inside other units who would separate what was unknown crafts violating
territorial air spaces and collective natural phenomenon. Using various models and credibility of
the ones who made the claims of seeing a craft or whatever it might be, a flock of birds, the planet
Venus, swamp gas, and many descriptions would be placed in the public’s eye for reasoning and
why. Mainly in short terms, another lie given to the world. And to make those who saw these
things look crazy and foolish. It surely worked in the early days, but it would take a turn when not
only dignitaries saw them, but world leaders saw them too, are we going to call these elected
officials and dignitaries crazy?
The overall report that filtered down to the world military leaders was as follows. For dozens of
years to also be noted in ancient times, a systematic collection of events written down by witnesses
of unusual atmospheric phenomena that cannot be scientifically explained. Analysis by good
proportion and scientists have been enabled to verify what others, civilian, military and civic
leaders have personally seen with their own eyes. As well as the veracity and consistency of the
testimonies provided by reliable reports, although necessary to be taken into accounts the problems
of diverse assessments. Unidentified aerospace phenomena often attested by the means consistent
with the testimonies all the way up to the visual sightings of these unknown crafts of who they are,
where they come from, and what are their intensions. It has been announced by some that they
very well could be the answer we have waited for so long for the evidence to reveals itself, “ARE
WE ALONE in the UNIVERSE”? That could now have been answered as we now know. It cannot
be ruled out at this time for anything other than extraterrestrial hypothesis of origins. Noted cases
have now shown of these unknown crafts are under some form of intelligent control as they can
behave in a way that is not consistent with known aircraft at the time. With the pursuit, evasive
and escape maneuvers witnessed by trained military pilots around the world. That came from the
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very words within the “BLUE BOOK SPECIAL REPORT #14-AIR TECHNICAL
INTELLIGENCE”. AFR 190-16/ATTACHEMENT.
It also goes on to say that the observed crafts in essence, show characteristics that is against the
law of human physics that are well accepted. They pointed out within the definitive conclusion,
reminders of the United States aircraft that were lost in the time spans of 1952-55 and the fly over
of Washington DC in 1953, a show of power and force as I have said by the Zeta’s, commonly
known as the Greys. It would credit some 432 aircrafts of varied types lost during this time period
where many were never found, they just vanished in thin air as the report goes on to say. With
respect to the uncovering hoax’s, fake film footage, atmospheric propagations to other analysis of
photographing technic at the time, many things were taken into the considerations by military
chiefs worldwide, they were hostile in nature. This was to include the Soviets who lost also many
aircrafts at the time themselves.
The KGB talked to the CIA and MI5-6. Sharing much data and one such figure said this as
verbatim…The vast majority of these crafts have shot down or either vanished completely from
Soviet airspace and cannot be explained as that of mechanical, or pilot error. It corresponds to
real phenomena just as others sighted in other countries. But there is no indisputable proof that
them involved are of the highly technological manifestation from a highly developed civilization
of extraterrestrial origin. They are hostile in every aspect we are witnessing here. Spoken by
Vladimir Migouline, member of the Soviet Union Academy of Science…1979. Here is a prime
example of the seriousness of what was taking place worldwide. But the SSP was still in
development as we knew it as at the time. The players were already in place and the rest was kept
in history vaults for the time being. But many of these crafts were witnessed during WWII by both
sides, commonly called the FOO FIGHTERS. The Axis and the Allied powers thought they belong
to the other side. So no answers were to be given to the leaders of various governments, but there
were some in selective areas that surely knew from their words spoken to the press. Many
investigators were looking at many things that were being written in newspapers, and lightly talked
about on the television news agencies. Here is one that might open your eyes.
Excerpt from ABC News bureau chief…Witnesses say today that they saw five saucer shape
crafts over the Lake Superior. Noting they were silent and moving at a great rate of speed and
turned unlike any aircraft they have ever seen before. Could this be an invasion of some sort
from outer space? Stay tuned if that is the case and we hopefully be able to report that as well.
Maybe we need a space protection force of some kind in the future…Morley Saffer…News
anchor at the time, 1975. The very words might indicate the knowledge allowed to be placed in
the public’s eye for the very first time, who knows? But I found it strange that this was mentioned.
I do recount what people thought in the early days of the sightings, never realizing how true this
was and the facts being uncovered, and the facts that most of these sightings were not of human
origin and were not here to visit Disney Land. And as a little boy as I recounted in my book, Project
Aquarius, people in my neighborhood saw the lights eventually and started asking questions that
the Colemans could not answer, simply they didn’t know themselves. But I could assure you, the
people who studied me, asked, and I told them, and they were amazed at what I was saying, but I
had never attempted to tell them that they were coming in force soon and mankind might need to
address it defensively. Never did I realize that one day, I would be part of a greater collective with
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my siblings who I knew existed, but where they were at and living, I didn’t know. Plus, I didn’t
know of anything called the SSP at the time either.
Much of the information concerned the facts of the unified field theory. What did I know about
this as I was asked at times? I knew that the United States government had evidence of Top Secret
military research that could change the world forever as most would know it, but as a child, I had
the evidence that surrounded who these crafts were and what they could do, But I was surrounded
at the time by the sweet potato revolution people who asked me some very strange questions and
which I played off as not interested in. Well, not at the time I wasn’t. But in later years I would go
hunting for what I knew I needed to know. I found facts, and scientific studies, research and who
was doing what and where and when, now some of this was pure lunacy. In the middle were hidden
shades of something being created of incredible and highly effective defense systems borne from
not of this earth. Not only was it highly entertaining to me, but was true to the facts as I saw them.
How much of this would be of historical importance as I started piecing the puzzle together, the
new question arose for me, where did I fit into all of this? That question prompted another question,
how much did the government really know about all of us and our mission?
I would find out what JFK knew, and what he was getting ready to tell the world, but there were
some extreme versions also, coming from the various UFO fields at the time, that aliens assumed
the position from some parallel dimension and took JFK there to the grassy knoll and had him
killed by order of the Mafia. I often ask, where do these things come from? I have to take a break
on that and get some more coffee. My data is huge, my sources are few that I can trust, and my
energy levels are getting low, I shall be back in a few…Time now is Friday November 2,
2018…21.34pm/cst. Make note of that, being at its today’s reading and finding what I need to give
and allow you as the reader to see.
It is still Friday 11-02-2018…time now is 22:14 pm/cst. Took a shower, a bite to eat, and more
coffee, as I continue and to think this is only part #1. Where was I?
AAAH yes, Secret Space Program, or the SSP. Looking at official navy Documents at this time,
facing the penalty of death at one time, the information played a curious role in my life. Never
have they openly printed any statements of acknowledgement of what they were doing or in charge
of, rather it was the lack of it that was intriguing to me. An example of this was called “PROJECT
RAINBOW’. Titles that of Office of Naval Research and considered the facts concerning
something called the Philadelphia Experiment and the US Naval ship called the USS Eldridge,
DE-173. Well one things I caught first off, the US Naval Research Office didn’t exist in 1943 as
the alleged event took place, but for those who don’t know what had happened. Seemingly the
Navy made a US destroyer vanish by using something called electromagnetic wave energy. I found
this to be somewhat stupid and knew that this was not real, even if the Germans from Paperclip
were involved with it, but another name caught my attention, Charles Berlitz, the man who was a
close confidant to Stanton Freidman. Doing something that Nikola Tesla had been working on for
years. Adding that the Germans scientist had been conducting much of this research at Montauk
New York on Long Island, that was a fact, so someone was writing something here that was most
likely 2nd, and 3rd hand news to dreams of literature to grasp the public domain.
Looking into this made some time for me to pass by, but here was a retired naval officer/scientist
who had been working side by side with former Nazis scientist to create an item called Zero Time
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Wave Generator, a devise that had been discovered in Africa in 1939 and brought back to
Germany. It was a process as I read, that a beam could ignite the air around an item and make it
vanish and or explode. A very destructive weapon if developed. But as I read on, the man who was
the Naval scientist was none other than Commander Alfred Bielecki, USN (Ret). He had been
working on in the late 44 during the war of creating a force field to protect American warships and
aircraft. But here he was also in 1943 doing the same thing with this Project called Rainbow,
Montauk Island, and the Philadelphia experiment. And the Federal government and department of
defense were spending millions of tax payers’ money to create this item of weaponry. Simply I
thought, this is surely Buck Rogers imaginary at its finest. But then I also saw, that this was as real
as it gets. Simply I had read that they were trying to make it into a system for aircraft, and the
name of Boeing and the Skunk works came into view. I thought this is amazing, now remember,
this was my early days as I had got to the agency. I was still in college and between semesters, I
went into the field and read a lot, it was our job and I did indeed read many things.
Upon going over some of this research, another name which caught my eye, a scientist named that
of Admiral Alexander Fraser, Senior Executive Chief of the Pentagons Space Research and
Development-R/D unit at a place called Dreamland, and understanding that I had never heard of
these facilities for one, I asked the only person I knew who would tell me the facts and truth at the
time. Jiles Hamilton and so I did. First he told me that Dreamland was a coded name within the
government protocol of Area 51, in Nevada, and that the navy surely was working on something
very big and soon it would be disclosed to us. I then asked what sort of program or project if he
could tell me? Simply that there was a space defense system being finalized in its creation at this
time, but I would like the others, be informed as a “NEED TO KNOW BASIS”. This was in 1983,
and my imagination went wild for a few, I had to see this and know what was taking place. I found
out that an Admiral names Bobby Ray Inman which had retired on May 2nd, 1982, the very same
day I reported in at the CIA. That might be a coincidence maybe, but he was actually assigned to
civilian life in Texas at the time, and would be used as consulting advice only. The United States
Navy doing space research and developing status and no one was the wiser of the high level secrecy
that was being done right before the public’s eye. Amazing I thought and it was. But the name was
not what many might think they know it as, that of the Secret space program/SSP. No sir, it was
being noted as that of “ALTERNATIVE 3”, and it goes by that name today. I often wonder why
no one has mentioned that? Simply, only the selected few who were really and truly on the inside
would have known about this. Reasoning why when someone says they were part of it and call it
the SSP, I know they are not truthful. But there are some who have come by way of addressing me
in recent weeks saying they knew ever so much concerning this Alternative 3 group. Just like the
MJ 12 group. See the connection here, alphabet agencies, and units with numbers. Someone who
was there knows the connections.
You see, I call it the UFO civil wars for a reason now, get their groups against each other and the
big secret is safe, but they have forgotten the ones who were truly there and on the inside. These
UFO experts are no more than car salesmen trying to promote and sell their next book, DVD, tee
shirt, or beg for money so they can go to Egypt an do nothing more than site see, and most of you
have seen this first hand, and might have been a part of it for example, the various UFO
conventions, and the tin foil hat community, they didn’t get the name for any other reason than it
was true, they wore tin foil hats and never considered the facts as they should have been presented
in the first place. And don’t think I have forgotten MUFON and its executive director, Jan Herzon,
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MUFON gets money from the government to discredit most UFO reports and sightings. And how
about Steven Greer and for $500, you can go and see a UFO, and the various hood winks over the
years who have made absurd claims, nothing changes and the trolls who are simply in most cases,
paid government deception people. Their only goal is to cause “the cart as I have called it, to be
tumbled. And last but not least…Mr. SP, who has threatened me with a law suit if I mentioned his
name, and accused him of unholy things like stalking women, children, being a member of this
group called Top Hat, funny, I might still be around, but will you Mr. SP?
But the data is very clear in those early days as I saw it firsthand. And as the sweet potato revolution
people, no recall in that the impact that if the truth came out completely, a total recall on the
introduction of certain places, people involved, could have been earth-shattering if told completely.
But at least there is plenty hard core evidence that has not been exposed openly, and none of these
so-called experts have not done the track work, nor searched long enough because they were doing
what else they could get away with, making them car salesmen. They didn’t wish to find the facts,
only someone else’s claims and assumptions. Just like the ones who heard something from
someone who heard something from another and another and another. A broken record as I call it.
It is simple like this also, “WE KILLED A DEER, BUT PAUL SHOT IT”? Funny how that works
is it not? But back to the data at hand.
Already in the fall of 1943, many things were being developed by the scientists at Montauk, New
York. Many of these records concerning many Naval experiments are selectively hidden inside the
Pentagon and no one accept those in the need to know were privy to them. I think those who make
these claims would know that, but then they also never mentioned the two locations in the world
where the controls of certain satellites are watched and monitored. If they were inside and
involved, they would have mentioned the centers of Matuskia Bay, Russia and Andros island;
remember the two nations most noted to be the major players here, the United States and Russia,
and at both of these facilities are workers from many nations and titlement’s. I cannot say who is
In charge today, that is not the point here, but these two places were well known by both
governments to even say this existed then, and today. Especially the one at Andros, which is
commonly known as the Atlantics Area 51. Then here is the systems that are out there in space
being with sophisticated communications radios, radar trackers and weaponry for intruders if any
so dare to venture into the 50 mile wide secured airspace around the island. Russia will shoot you
down and at Andros, you will be shot down also, no warnings given. It is very funny that the
alleged ones who have made a living off someone’s hear-say have never mentioned this, might be
wrong, but I have never heard about it.
Some researchers have erroneously claimed to have gone to Mars, the Moon, and to me that has
created another disguising connection to someone’s hear- say, and another form of deception. I
again ask, where is your evidence. To be a good researcher, you first must be a good skeptic. So
when I hear these claims, I am automatically suspicious unless I hear certain words mentioned or
people, locations. The ONR/Office of Naval Research does in fact have files on the SSP in certain
places, but again, your security clearance has to be so high, only a hand full of responsible people
are allowed to review them, mostly scientist involved and or Chief of Staff. Most are Generals and
Admirals. Not someone like a Lt Col, Col or naval Captain, if that was his claim to fame which is
and others glorifying a murderer. Dr. Orville Gherich, a former Nazis scientist was mentioned on
the start of my fact finding search and he was a senior physicist in those days for exotic propulsion
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systems, not your typical rocket fuel, but electromagnetic energies. He retired and became a US
citizen in 1966 at the age of 62. Where he lived for his final days is another thing, most cases these
individuals who are involved with such intensive research and developments of systems related to
weapons, guidance, flight, are generally placed in a location that no one will ever know about what
they did or was involved in. So to say that one person was involved with this SSP would be that if
he did do anything where national and world security was involved, the Fed’s would have snatched
him up and placed him in their own location/prison so they could make sure he never talked to
anyone accept the four walls of one’s cell. I guess I should rest my case on this fact should I?
After the years of being in the agency, I learned that searching was the best results to the facts for
any operational and independent archives to locate official documents that would support the
assertion that an invisibility to the truth, one has to look past the pseudo-scientific and incoherent
claims that others make. Much of this information is still today silent to the facts and then public
is not privy to it. The one source since I did in fact hold a very high security clearance as most of
you have seen firsthand, the ONR did, in fact, allow me to see evidence of certain things, and very
little could be found about the SSP and the who’s who involved, but I knew it did exist and that
we were a part of it in some fashion, just because of who we were and what we were. Scientist
today that I have not yet mentioned wholly, have stated to me that they did not believe the assertive
claims that others have made. It is not true and these ones who did make these claims were out for
personal gain. I think we have seen that ourselves. But the 1960’s, the scientist at Montauk facility
were creating a 10,000 Hz, that is correct, 10,000 Hz power generator for the usage of space travel
that would create the propulsion needed to power a large type craft of human origins. That my
friends can surely be found in the national archives in Washington. But then they never say why
or who were involved with its creation. Reasoning why is that most Americans would have seen
that the United States was heavily involved with Nazis and that they eventually became citizens.
Most of this goes beyond the realm of science fiction and the tin foil hat community. I think Mr.
SP and Greer would agree on that.
Here it is now November 3rd, time is now 01:12 am/cst and sleep doesn’t come, I am reading still
on the facts I have and what should be said next. There is so much concerning many things from
Aquarius. Another book maybe Jay? Planet earth, the latest weapon of energy to be deployed
maybe? Earthquakes and weather weapons as some state? Where does this all come from, maybe
over active imaginations? Let’s talk about the HAARP system for a moment, because this surely
does exist as most of you know it does. As we speak at this very moment, there are only five/5
existing and working HAARO systems. I don’t care what the UFO and the imaginary formational
people say, there are only FIVE! It stands for Harmonic Atmospheric Acoustical Resonate Pulse.
Another creation that finally was finalized in the mid 1980’s and synchronized in its working
capacity in the early 90’s. Another toy created at Montauk and various technology corporations
involved, one of the biggest was that of General Electric who had a large portion of the contracts.
It would be known as the Super Conductor weapon, eventually, some of you would know it as the
Star Wars weapon that President Reagan mentioned to the public. All connected to the SSP and
reasoning why, they were to be used as defensive weapons at first for incoming hostile alien crafts.
But here are the facts that many never see, nor wish to see. This weapon was destroying the upper
atmosphere and depleting the ozone layers whenever it was used. Today, they are shut down, that
is right all the ones who say that there are weather weapons being used, quakes weapons being
directed to create huge earthquakes. Never will they show their evidence or their claims to
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whatever absurd remark they make. It does in fact piss others off when you confront them about
the facts, the civil wars of the UFO community.
I live only twenty miles from one of these units. I have seen it from the roadway, I have even done
recon on it at night and actually have pictures of Russian soldiers at one time that were there as
front end guards along with US military soldiers. So in that said, another promise made is that I
cannot give the higher ups who visit the site occasionally out. The first one of these HAARPs was
created in Alaska and tested there in the early 80’s, and this is not earth technology, it is ours as it
surely can control the weather, but has never been intended to be used to destroy or harm anything
on this planet, mainly why it was shut down for the time being. So many of the experiments of the
past, which also included high attitude nuclear explosions were disrupting the upper atmosphere
and allowing the Sun’s lethal radiation to seep in. Reason why in the last 15 years, there has been
an increase in skin cancers, mainly the ozone layers were being wiped away by the usage of this
creation. Many of these experiments were being conducted under the watchful eyes of various
military leaders. It would take several scientists involved within the test to see the life threatening
earths veil were being destroyed, why it is not used today, but they are still under lock and key,
and guarded extremely close. It was also noted by a man involved, Dr. Allen Bartelli, that the
Ionosphere was being modified and the ocean waves were being change by such high levels of
energy being shot upward into the atmosphere, it took NOAA some ten years of studies to verify
all that was being seen, the damage might be already done, and things cannot be turned back as I
am told, simply I do agree with that remark and I have stated it to others.
Dr. Bartelli was involved with the studies and development inside the US naval research labs to
help create another weapon of lessor intensity at the time, an ELF weapon, mainly most have heard
of this before, many nations have also, but follow closely here and understand something that has
never been told, that includes you Mr. SP. The ELF stands for Electromagnetic Low Frequency. It
is to send a shock wave of low frequency into the air and hit any type of aircraft that might be
coming into the air space at the time, it can also be sent into the air as a missile and detonated as
something with a greater sonic pulse. If that would happen, it would take out ALL…ALL major
power grids, communications, and anything that was electrical would be fried to a crisp. Is that not
so simple? Yes, and every major power in the world has this weapon and the understanding here
is that they will never use it against humanity. WOW, did we somehow achieve world peace now?
I will say this, North Korea does not have the ELF weapons as some experts claim, but they don’t
need to, China has it and again the rattling of swords heard by these nations who did become a
pact to help humanity. Mainly why I don’t like to get into talks about politics as some wish to
discuss. There is the reasoning why the 10,000-power generator was being developed in the early
50’s, these generators power the weapon and the source and are very mobile also. So what might
be in China today, can be airlifted to a section of the Siberian tundra and no one is the wiser, accept
the ones who are controlling it, and yes, it is controlled carefully by higher sources from not of
this world. Funny, I have never heard the ones who have said that they were with the SSP program
mentioned that, how about you Mr. SP? Sorry for that remark, but then it might be taking away
from the trip scheduled in Egypt. A little dry humor, some of you will know who I am talking
about here.
I know someone is going to come out of the wood work and make another absurd remark and
claim, but remember this, I am one step ahead of you. There was a female scientist named Rosalie
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Bartell who wrote a book about the subject and I have read it, she is very accurate on what she
mentioned in her book, BUTTTT? Dr. Allen Bartelli is not her. He is a actually living and breathing
person who is still heavily involved with other projects today as we speak. He is ok to mention
here since he lives inside the military complexes around this nation, and very well aware of us as
a unit and who we are. So no conspiracies here people, nothing to run with. Shame on me for
taking away your play time, but that would make a great You Tube video, maybe someone will do
one and spin the ideas out there, since we have so many. It very well could be why some believe
that there are weather weapons and quake weapons, right Deborah? Might have also taken away
your thunder and your next interview, educate yourselves people in the facts, take the time to see
through the hidden aspects that others have placed out there, and those who do, are wiser and years
ahead of the game. They surely could be used as weapons of mass destruction if in the wrong
hands, but they aren’t, they are controlled by responsible people and the dark forces here know
this, and we do too.
But here is what we also see, the nuclear weapons around the world. A gamble that the major
powers were creating over the years to insure the security of the sovereign nations stability and
power structure. As we saw it, a terminal disaster waiting to take place since the United States
used them against Japan in 1945. It was our Father who said they would never be used again and
the consequences would be great if attempted. That liable cloud still hangs over the heads today.
Devoted to the development of defensive weapons at the time, such as the SSP, this is the reasoning
and the effect of things we see today. The most important factor is the human factor, we also saw
the Bush propagation had become the most militaristic and dangerous during the times based on
the hostile intensions they were doing themselves. But here is the fact we know to be true and I
talked about it in my book, the Iraqi war was really going after Islamic extremist who surely were
developing weapons of mass destruction=WMD. Some of those weapons made it to Syria as we
know of, but then we also have today Iran trying to develop nuclear weapons also, but it would be
the Antichrist Obama who gave them $218 Billion dollars in cash as everyone knows about to
continue. These idiots surely have tried their damnedest to create one and they have failed on
every avenue they think they could get away with. It will not take place and if the attempts
continue, they will not be a nation for too long. Efforts for humanity, political religious,
environmental, scientific, democracy, and social justice must be made and maintained for the
world to be as one. I do these things without profit nor glory, and many of you know this as a fact.
I have dedicated my entire life to this mission and like others, some have done that too. We also
made that promise to our Father for the times we are living in.
This is the true SSP as some are now starting to see, wait a minute, we are seeing this as something
differently than what others are saying. You are right about that, because the others are in it for
profit, notoriety, fame and fortune and what did I just say? I do this freely and never ask for
anything in return. I get my payment by meeting others, some are great people, some and a fewer
less ones, are plain out butts’. Making their absurd remarks or claims simply they don’t know their
own arguments, or debates, and never try to understand the reasoning why, and the factors
involved. Why I say, provides that work out for some who will have to now reset their remarks of
the past, or tell it to their large audiences everything, and we do show and prove it beyond anyone’s
understanding. How does that work out for the deceptive ones? Not too well and yes, they were
warned were they not, and yet they continue because of their egos and temperament, and yet I did
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tell them, their sources also talk to me about what they are saying and preparing to do next. I shall
close here for now as there is a part two to follow,
In that we are going to talk about the Star Wars weapons already deployed and the aircraft
developed and being used. Things on the red planet/MARS, and the Moon bases that are now
coming to light. Why they are there, and what could come next? It again all centered around
President Reagan and the Aquarius Umbrella. Many things as that of Brilliant Buzzard, the Aurora
crafts, and the pulse drive systems. The underground bases and who has them, and what will come
of them. People this is real disclosure and some are already sweating bullets, what is he going to
say, what is he going to reveal, and is he going to show the corruptness in the UFO community,
religion, what is this SOB going to do? Now SOB doesn’t mean what you might be thinking now,
It is my way of saying that…Something Of Beauty…SOB is coming, but first we are going too
travel through the darkness to get to it. I do not pull any punches and those who know ever so well,
also know that I do it in a loving manner, well at least in my book I do. I am going to still mention
the names of those who are involved and the corruptness that has crept into this nation. And things
I am actively involved and why things are the way they are. Remember this, there is a war taking
place and this war has huge consequences for humanity, one reason we are here, we are that front
line the enemy has to go through, and I will also name the Federation of civilizations who are here
waiting for the DRACONIANS TO POUNCE. You remember this, I am telling you this
knowledge first, not one has done that and I do mean NONE! But it shall be your choice to see it
for what it is, and rethink your priorities, or be like the “sheeple” and continue onward to your
destruction. But things are going to really change and we are going to do this with you or without
you. I have honestly given you the time frames and the things that are going to take place. I have
told you before anyone else and who I am, and what we are. With that said, I shall take a small
break for the moment and get some rest.
It is now November 3, 2018, 05:12 am/cst. I am coffee logged at the moment.
We shall come back full of steam and open eyes and start on part two. I have so much
documentation that it is unreal. Some of you have seen the library in my home, it is very large and
all aligned as one center of knowledge and facts, reason why I know what I do and the names that
I have. On that peace be with you and may the light shine on all of you as a family. You are surely
my extended family and love is that greatness of all gifts. Use it wisely and knowingly for all the
good towards humanity. We shall weed out the unwanted and the careless liars who have done the
great abomination that has caused desolation for others…see you in part two…Abiel
Abaddonius…AKA=Eddie Page

THE TRUTH ABOUT SECRET SPACE PROGRAM (SSP)
Part Two
Starting here, is something that should be mentioned about our meeting with then, President
Ronald Reagan. The meeting at Camp David on May 6th, 1986. It is written in the book Project
Aquarius, but to understand the various things I mentioned there for those who have read the book,
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some things are explained openly and need to be addressed for certain ones who are running from
the facts. Reasoning why, I shall express my concerns for what took place and what is going to
take place. The place was so secured that morning when we arrived, the birds had to have security
clearance just to fly over the place. Daniel and Michael (the twins), David, Victoria, Richard, Beth,
Jiles, Bob Lemke, Donald Ward, Gerald Ford and myself were all present, also were the staff of
Reagan’s people, to include many of the JCS/Joint Chiefs of Staff. Some thirty People, I believe,
were all present to view many of the Star Seed children for the very first time; to hear what we had
to say, and address the very issues we are now talking about at that very moment. It was a very
crowded room and the windows were shut, the A/C running, the air was thick with anticipation of
what we were going to say; but the President had already been briefed and he was very much aware
of the items of interest that was to be exposed. The security, as I mentioned, was at its highest ever
recalled for a meeting at Camp David. Project Aquarius had its experts on many fronts, ranging
from medical, military, archeology, seismology, to historical avenues that had never been
discussed ever before in a setting like this. We were ready for our talk and exposure of truths. The
literary chiefs were not and some would be shocked at what was taking place before their eyes and
in many case, behind their very backs. They would soon find out that they were participants in
something of great security and never knew it through the chain of command they thought they
controlled. For one, the SSP/Secret Space Program was not openly talked about except by those
with a “need to know.” This, as I pointed out, included the many joint Chiefs of Staff there. In fact,
for most, this would be their first knowledge about it; which is why it was so highly classified and
secretive. We did not need the public to get knowledge of it until all the parties and national leaders
were ready to be told about it, and President Reagan would be the one to tell the world before the
United Nations, and he did; as most know it.
We were all working full speed within the agency and ready to travel more and it also seemed that
our own security had heightened. Many things that the world thought they knew about UFO’s and
life in the universe was short of things like the events and gatherings we had only heard about,
such as the meeting at Giant Rock in the desert in the 50’s; people coming forward and saying they
had gone to Venus, or the female alien took this person to this place or that place and I often
thought: this is something out of the Outer Limits! Myself, along with others, sort of poked fun at
these remarks then, and I still get a laugh from time to time about some of these things. So you
see, when someone makes another claim for fortune and glory, I have to smile about it and think
of the past reads I have witnessed, and in some cases, first hand. Right there in front of us all, right
Mr. SP? You are really a stand-up joke…But with that said, the facts of many things have been
and still are kept very secretive from the public’s view and surely will until the time arrives for it
to be openly told, and that is what we are doing at this moment.

WOW, time flies, does it not? Here it is, November 4th already, time is now 07:32am/cst. I guess
you have fun when you’re doing something such as this and the time does indeed fly by. Taking
that into account, a lot of reading and searching for the correct files and people who were involved,
yep, times does fly.
When my co-author of the book, PROJECT AQUARIUS, first heard and saw this knowledge come
to him, he was skeptical and understandably so; but then it did captivate his interest also, and I am
grateful for Jay P. Rolls for his time, his expertise and things developed into a ever-lasting
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friendship, and it still is today. He has witnessed things and maybe he has not actually gone on
board any these crafts of ours, but he will see them from time to time and; yes, they are before him
and others also. I don’t think he has gone on a folly trip to Venus yet, but I am sure if he does, he
will tell me about it. But the fact is that there are so many in the UFO field that have no credentials
to even talk about such matters, they don’t know what they are talking about in the first place; and
most, as I have stated, are in it for money at the expense of others. It is why I have stepped away
from the arena for so long, but the time is getting short and being that which I am instructed to do,
I have returned to talk openly about things that most have never heard ever, and I do mean ever.
With that said, I have not any time to be involved with the UFO civil war, as such as what is taking
place with this one named, Mark Richards, and some others also.
Now the meeting at Camp David was an all data affair with small bathroom breaks and lunch being
served, but the items of interest were our talking about the threat to this world and what can and
should be done! Everything that was discussed was classified as that of ATS/ “ABOVE TOP
SECRET”. And even the Generals and Admirals who were there, were hearing things for the very
first time in its severity. This threat was even greater than they first thought. I sat right across from
the President and he and I made eye contact often, and next to him was Bush Sr. and his looks
spoke volumes. He knew way more than he wished to admit and often would not look me in the
eye, and I knew why for many reasons. His being a former CIA director, he was very well informed
about all of us and here we were as grown people, not the little children from days gone past, and
we were also the brain factors of the Aquarius Umbrella as it would also be known in the circles.
The real threat of these beings called the Draconian’s-Draco’s, where there, were the hardcore
evidence in the ancient teachings and the Bible mentioned them also. They are the one and the
same and they were the mortal enemy of our people and society. Reagan spoke to all of us that
were there, not all 33 were there, only the selective few who needed to be there. The President
asked me what I knew about the findings from the expedition of the Dead Sea in 1983 and ‘84,
what had caused the nuclear explosion and could there be a true defense against it from happening
again? I looked at the President and then looked over at Mr. Ford, Casper Weinberger, they both
nodded meaning, “It’s ok, talk freely.” It was at that moment that I gave the evidence and the
Biblical data to the President, the events that took place some several thousands of years ago, was
surely nuclear in nature, but it almost destroyed the human race as we know it as, and the survivors
wrote the events down in their own fashions to alert the future people of the world of what had
taken place and it would happen again in the future. This was national security at its worst scenario,
I often thought; not some fantasy-laden tin-foil hat grouping that I would see in later years.
People’s lives were at stake and this is why I am at times very openly and harsh with these folks
who do make these false claims and accusations, they do not ever get it and most likely never will
understand the seriousness of it. I have been there and done that, what have they done? Nothing,
but follow the other sheeple and they are headed to their own demise.
In all that said, we knew then, as we know now, the defense systems were still under construction
and much of it was out in space, several systems that only man could imagine were being done by
our own people; in many regards of what was being created within the skunk works grouping
around the world, not just in this nation, but around the planet with the scientist and the crews from
various facilities under lock and key. No one was to know, could it all be kept a secret for the time
that needed to be allowed, it had to be and to also know that some of the enemy had arrived and
set up shop in this planet, most underground, one of these bases was recently known about in the
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Antarctica, as some of you know of. The great battle at Dulce, New Mexico, and wherever else
they had set up shop. The Draconian’s are highly technologically advanced and carry weapons of
superior destructive force, like ours also; but we had an ace in the fact and no one knew about it at
the time, and yet we did, in fact, talk some about the Zelia weapons here on this planet ready to go
into action at a moment’s notice, and I told the people there, there were seven of these weapons
which were robotic in nature, and they would surely destroy the world if need be; and the look on
their face in that room, priceless—to say the least. I would also say, that you are dealing with
something here that you will not be able to defeat by yourselves, and they are in areas taking
control as we speak and things will soon get very ugly. I will assure you this, we are here to war
against them and to help humanity and one must first understand the enemy is not slow at
multiplying, they will be here in force soon.
The aspects of the first time to mention there, came the word of Star Wars weaponry. It was surely
the facts of the SSP and that several scientists formed around the world had been taken to exact
off-planet locations. This was the mentioning of Project Serpo. Who and what was being done and
why it was being done. Seemingly, THAT TWELVE SCIENTISTS FROM AROUND THE
WORLD WERE, IN FACT, TAKEN TO THE BASE ON MARS, AS SOME MIGHT KNOW
ABOUT. Caps used to highlight the seriousness of what took place, Yes, Gary MacKinnon did
indeed find out some data from his curious mind as he had tapped into the files of the private server
at NASA as it was told. No doubt, he saw things that would get him killed. The facts that a secret
space fleet does exist and circles this world as we speak at this time and I have told you about this
and why it is here. Multiple agencies and multiple beings from inside the federation galactic
council are here in force to ensure the safety of the people on Earth. Many have been viewed since
the 80’s as we told the agencies involved who they were and their mission. But things inside the
SSP/Star Wars systems were still being created at the time. In fact, much had been placed in their
respective orbits and just being fined tuned as most could only theorize. But I shall say this about
Mr. MacKinnon, he was allowed to talk to some about what he saw and knew about, it would have
been even harder to explain if he met a untimely death don’t you think? Same as Eric Snowden,
he fled the nation to protect himself and what he knew and saw himself. But again, where is the
UFO community in all of this? NO where and will not be for the first place, the UFO civil war
continues.
The Navy’s space fleet or as we know it as the NNSOC-NAVAL NETWORK and SPACE
OPERATIONS COMMAND are surely controlled at Andros Island as I have stated. Funny, Mark
Richards has never mentioned that and neither has his interviewer. Why is that, only the selective
few who are involved would know all about the goings-on there and the Matuska Bay Russian
facility. President Reagan knew these earth bases existed and he and Gorbechev talked many times
over the mission and what could be done to make things better. I say this to others who are trolls
and those who are believing they are the sole experts on the mentioned matters here, “BE
EDUCATED BEFORE ONE SPEAKS, KNOW YOUR ARGUMENT AND STATEMENTS”.
REAGANS SPEECH BEFORE THE UNITED NATIONS…Was centered around the data and
facts of the Global federation and a Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate/ICC, which was the
heart beat of the Aquarius Umbrella, Project ZINGO and all 33 of us children. I have stated many
times who I am and who we all are, this is not Star Trek or some hooky B/S that the UFO civil war
people are involved in, no sir, this was and still is the real deal. But I will mention one person who
is still involved in much of this today, hang tight Jack, you are on the stage of disclosure. I have
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never heard one time the facts stated by Mark Richards’ interviewer say anything about
Commander Jack Smith, Vincent Ryan, or Daniel Robillard. Wonder why that this trio is not in
the fore front talking? They were involved inside the various UFO works and communities and
here is their mission. I hope the civil war involvers understand this fully.
The purpose was to keep the communities off balance and place certain disinformation in the
public’s eye and the real truth hidden as long as possible. It would also be found out that if this
were to start to unravel, something even more absurd would come forward and placed in the
public’s eye and mind set. Simply in my own words, as I know it as, you crush your opponents,
with much bigger personalities that come forward, and bigger ones will follow also. Personalities
are the best tools to use in the cover up. Yet, some of these personalities are murderers, rapist,
pedophiles and whatever, and keep the stream of nonsense going to create the many untruths in
the public’s eye. This is why I have said often that Tom DeLongs Academy to the Stars is just
another front as anyone can see the agents and people involved with him. He has openly shown
them to the public’s eye and yet, no one knows who these people are, unless you have either talked
to them, or knew who they were. Allow me to reveal who they are and you shall see what I am
talking about here. Chris Mellon/NSC, Luis Elizondo/Intelligence-Pentagon, Steve justice/Skunk
Works, Jim Semivan/NSC, and my favorite person who knows me personally, Dr. Hal
Puthoff/TTF Scientist who was involved deeply with many aspects of the SSP. The letters for
TTFS is “TACTICAL TASK FORCE SYSTEMS”. Here are the very ones aligned by a rock
musician and why would he ever go there in the first place? Simply he was hired to do so and
because of his draw power to this field of knowledge. I rest my case on that, since they were also
talking to another man in North Carolina and to use him as the next Messiah, I will not mention
his name, but he is known as Chris also. He seemingly has pictures of crafts and the beings,
drawing the Stars Academy to his venture, I told Chris earlier this year that what and who was
visiting him is not for his betterment, they are Draco’s and I do have one of his pictures also.
Then another of the alleged whistle blowers, as some might call them, Ron Pandolfi, Former CIA
investigator, who was watching me over the course of several years now, he was like Ray Wardle,
what could he ever attempt to try against me or any others inside the unit? He saw what happened
to Ray or maybe heard of it through Miles Johnston, but he never made an attempt to silence me
in the fear of what he might become. It is a dog-eat-dog world inside the UFO civil wars, and I
refused to get caught up in it, even today. Then comes someone who I shall say this, he is on target
on a lot of things he has mentioned, Corey Goode, he was inside some of this knowledge from his
work at the MILAB sources in 1986/87. What was the MILABs to start with? Simply they were
studying the certain types of electromagnetic systems we had placed before them and to reduplicate
them for purposes of defense. But there was something much more sinister inside it also. MILAB
was also the inside studies of Military Abductions, ran by a German scientist at the time named,
Dr. Helmet Lammer. Seemingly, with a staff of only a few people, they traveled with other groups
to find abductees and get all the information they could, in many ways they also used the facts of
mind control as they would often as I am told, set certain items in the abductees thoughts and many
cases these people eventually went crazy, or worst yet, committed suicide. Maybe then there is
another reason I am very hard on these so called alleged UFO experts, there are people dying here,
but do they care? That is yet to be seen. I wonder if the Mark Richards’ interviewer has stopped
long enough to place that in her head and thoughts? (PUN INTENDED.
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But then, Mr. Goode also knew about the non-earth delegates, just like what MacKinnon saw,
NON-EARTH OFFICERS? Just the tip of the iceberg and here are the facts, I know Jack Smith as
he knows me, and Jack swore to me reasoning why the deception had to be put into the UFO
community and that this one who claims what he did or thought he did, is not true and never was.
But a man named Jordan who was another CIA hit man surely might have been the one to pull the
trigger on this Baldwin person that Mark Richards and another person were accused/convicted of
murder. Simply is that I don’t and will not get involved with this mess that the interviewer has
placed herself into, she has been warned and she is not listening as many others have not also.
Might be that Kevin Moore is surely onto something even greater and the Biography that he’s
doing, has threatened the very existence of this other woman’s livelihood, from the facts that I did
talk to her openly on her show several times, and never did I pull any punches, as I knew the facts.
Hell, I have all the information at my disposal, and reasoning why I can name names and places
and units that most of you have never even heard of. So why was Baldwin murdered in the first
place? As Jack told me, over Skype, was that he was an individual like Ray Wardle who was going
to expose the facts concerning Aquarius and the leaders involved. What was being said behind
closed doors and that this Jordan character was also a Jesuit Priest. Well, hell now, here comes the
Catholic Church again, and this surely might be the correct facts as we know them. Bet that has
never crossed their minds now, has it? I don’t know who this Jordan is, but Jack Is very credible
and why would he cover up somebody named Mark Richards, Joe Smokatella, Suzie rotten
butt? Do you see what and where this is going? Only the smart ones will know this as facto number
ONE>ALWAYS PROVES EVERYTHING.
In advance, people would lose their lives as not someone’s rumors, visions noted, but people would
be set up, everyday people no matter who they were, and the one targeted would get killed, and
someone else would take the fall for it. This could very well be the case on this Mark Richards, an
innocent player unbeknown to what actually had taken place. I am not trying to cover up what he
did, or say he is innocent, but this could very well have been the exact scenario that took place.
Only a thought at the time and the reasoning why I said it, I know these things do happen and have
in the past also. All one has to do is see that Lee Harvey Oswald was blamed for the murder of
JFK, and the conspiracy is borne. I know about this ever so well. But full disclosure comes when
a massive crisis arises, crimes against humanity are revealed, sending the bulk of society into
shock, the elites fear of the publics’ reprimand toward them will be. If the UFO-Religious
communities can control the truth from coming out, that being the narrative-spin doctors’ game
plan, themselves will be looking at themselves and the public as the great messiahs for all to
worship. But since they now cannot control all of us, they themselves are turning on each other,
the UFO civil war, as I have called it. So I did mention DeLongs group as the example and many
don’t realize how complicated others have made it upon the facts and the truth, here heads will roll
soon and then I will have my laughter as the ones who came after me, and the ones who fell to the
way side, fell off the various cliffs, and called it nonsense; they will not be around, or they will be
crying the loudest because they refused to listen in the first place.
Dr. Simon Atkins/CERN and his warning just recently, that this technology is opening up to weird
and evil things that are being created and witnessed. Then, if that is the case, Dr. Atkins, why in
the world are you still attempting to do what you are doing? Simply that the “fine people” inside
the Vatican are paying for much of this as they are bringing in the hopes to bring in the demonic
entities. So here again, comes another Jack...Jack Sparrow, boy Jack, you get around my friend,
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do you not? Keep this part secret, and never allow the “sheeple” to know much of anything, keep
them off balance and the elitists are miles ahead of all that we talk about here. The creation of this
program called “WHITE NATION”…logistical support within the Council of the
Federation…Funny, I think I found something on this and if you wish to watch it, it’s your
choice...It is on a site called…”Talk About,” www.ufoshropeshire.co.uk I cannot tell you, as I
only watch certain things sent to me; my time is taken up on many other things, as most would
know about this. But this is the data and facts as we know them, oh are you going to love this!!

Discourse started about the time the book came out, the Maggie Hahn-Bernie Hahn crap, and then
the Ari Kopel deception and her “wanna be” talk, they are small ameba elements that have no
control over me or what is happening, they are gone, permanently might I add. But then the overactive imaginations we have witnessed over the years in the UFO community, what MacKinnon
didn’t tell, or he might have, that he saw the very names of the non-earth officers, funny, there
were 33 names mentioned as I am told. The mentioning of Ben Richards who was heavily involved
in many things for developments and control systems in Virginia and where was the
HQ/Headquarters located? Right at the center of Langley, Virginia—Project Aquarius and
ZINGO. He was allowing me at the time and some others with curious minds as he would ask
questions about certain gyro and tracker systems on our ships, how they worked and how they
controlled the body as one? He allowed me to read the creation of the Project known as that of
“Brilliant Buzzard”. Here we go people, the facts of the Star Wars fleet and the SSP in its full
glory. Well, not one as I know of knows this as I am about to come forward with. Time now is
November 4th, 2018…time is 10;51am/est.
Brilliant Buzzard-Aurora-x37-x-45 SSP projects…The hyper drive drones of the Skunk Works
that Boeing and Martin Marietta were involved with goes way beyond the boundaries of the people
at NASA. For one, the SSP units were discussing transportation modes at the early onset of the
60’s, crafts to defend and take people to the other crafts that were already here and the bases that
no one knew about. This is where the Aurora, Brilliant Buzzard comes into play. Although one
craft, but several models were undertaking to create the lesser drag in flight and what could get it
there without using human rocket science. I believe that most could appreciate that. And the people
here on earth had not a clue on the development of Pulse Drive engines and Part 1 and 2 systems
that would create a living airframe and foils for deep space travel, as we know it as. You are right,
they surely were in the dark on these mentioned technologies. I shall explain it this way without
getting into the signatures of DNA. This technology is a created-living organism and thrives on
the elements of space itself. It does not need to be fed, taken out to use the bathroom, nor trained
in the sense of a manner to have it behave correctly. Much of this at the time was being conducted
at the S-4 units at what was known then as Dreamland…Area 51. It is not in my avenues of training,
reasoning why, I already knew what these crafts were made of and how they worked. Technology
that no one could ever think of.
First prototypes were labeled as that of X35-a/b models, smaller sources of crafts remotely
controlled, then came the next more advanced model as that of the X45c. Transportation in space
and able to move into hyper space. About the time that Serpo was being created, would also be a
remote control drone and all being created for the Naval assignments. But the big one with many
tests conducted would not roll out of its creative hanger until Late 1979, the mention of the
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operation project called, Senior Citizen. Here was the first craft that would be used for defense and
transportation methods. Under the watchful eye of aeronautical physicist named, Wolfgang
Demisch, it was his guidance and teachings that made many things very possible. He was also in
his mid-70’s at the time, and also another one of the scientists that was from Operation Paperclip.
It was the final products that came after the famous Blackbird crafts being constructed called the
SR71’s as many know about. The Aurora systems would come about during the early 90’s under
the guise of SSP/Lockheed divisions. Some $267 billion dollars were being spent to create such
fantastic aircrafts and nothing like what the world had ever seen before. The members of the
alliance such as Russia knew all about it and they themselves didn’t have the facilities to have the
test or construction to bring it to completeness. So much as I have said, was assembled here in the
United States. But with that said, many of the nations who were involved were in many of these
areas that today, the theorist and UFO communities could only dream and speculate on, they never
knew and most today still don’t know.
The final version could, once tested, actually achieve up to Mach Six and had the capability of
real-time stealth. With the code name of Kemper Security/44a-SSP unit 3. Let me explain what
that is all about and you shall have a better understanding. The number 44 was the label or sign
used at the Pentagon as Unit four, S-4 facility, so 44 twice, the small (a) is signature for the craft,
Aurora, and the SSP of course, you know, Secret Space Program and Unit #3, well, stands for the
disguise of Alternative Three. The mentioning of Alternative three is still used today. No one and
I do say no one has a clue of what they have mentioned over the last several years, and yes, some
of this has surely leaked out, but the facts and data have been today kept so secluded, it would still
bogle the masses if they knew. As we knew, Lockheed-Martin still are in charge of this today and
is still under the lock and key of the ones who helped and crated such fantastical crafts. But the
termination of the SR71 crafts was frequently discussed by the DoD in the 90’s since much of the
first crafts were in flight and doing what they needed to be doing. During this time, many imaging
satellites were being sent up also by various nations. A network that would keep the world on stand
by and warranted defense in the case that this world came under attack. In these days as much was
being developed, McDonnell Douglas and Lockheed-Martin were also finishing up with the HSCT
crafts, five of these were being constructed. Being another project within a project with in a project,
they were simply another hyper sonic drive commercial transport crafts. They are in flight today
and yes, they have made many flights to the bases on the Moon and to Mars as some have always
suspected. They being also Mach 5 crafts and can and could defend themselves if need be. The
hardest things to actually to developed at the time of many of these crafts, was the inside systems
to equal pressurized space so many whoever was inside didn’t float around, but the equalization
of air and material. It was attempted for a number of years and finally achieved, but the signs for
people who did go into space could live off mixture of air and airnigonical chemicals to support
them on space travel and not affect the human nervous system in anyway. The Air-Nigon-i-cal, as
I have spelled it is another name for Argon which is a natural element in Earth’s atmosphere, once
created by our own scientists, the travel and equalizations of space could be achieved for humans
for long space flight if need be.
The Serpo unit had been trained to do this as most think they know, but they would travel on the
wordage of the Brilliant Buzzard crafts for the first time and arrive for their assigned commitments
at these bases. It is not what some might think or what they have heard. Real time data here as I
read it and tell you. These crafts could create a 288Kn sea-level static thrust and fly at ranges
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unbelievable to the human mind set at the time, but the systems has to be perfected so no human
life would be harmed or someone would die. I have looked at the characteristics of the crafts and
yes, have seen them first hand, and the data spread sheets are right here in front of me as I tell you
about it, and some who I selected, have seen them, and they themselves know that it is true, not
someone speculation or idea of a bad joke. But once the SR 71 was retired to some flight capacity,
the new crafts were coming into service as they were classified inside the Alternative Three
groupings. They are then as they are today known only as that of TAV/ Trans atmospheric
Vehicles. I shall give some of the data here for you to compare and then you can see that this surely
is nothing that man himself could ever create on his own and survive. Data below.
SSR-71

AURORA=BRILLIANT BUZZARD

FLIGHT SPEED
AIR FRAME MAT
PROPULSION UNIT
WIEGHT FRACTIONS
DIMENSIONS FIGS
LENGTH DESIGNED
FUEL MIXTURES
ADDED FUELS
THRUST CAPACITIES
COOLANT SYSTEMS
BASE MERCURY AMPLIFIERS

PLEIADIAN VIRRANNAH

M-3/3132MPH
M-5/5487 MPH
TITANIUM
PARP 1 and 2 ARION
2 THRUST RAM JETS
PULSE DRIVE
32.5 TONES
16.2 TONES
DELTA-30.6
DELTA 13.8
84.7 FT LONG
67.4 FT LONG
RFP-4 KEROSENES
MAGNETIC ELECTRO
.MCH=3 CRYOGENIC
N/A
180K POUNDS/EST
231.8 POUNDS/EST
TCS…TOLENE CRYOGINEICS SYLTHERMLENE,
N/A
SYSTEM 71 BASE

M-8/8279 MPH
PARP 2 ARION
PULSE DRIVE
12.8 TONES
TRIANGLAR 35.7
48.8 FT LONG
WAVE AMPLIFYER
N/A
412.4 POUNDS
ONLY ON AURORA.
SYSTEMS 75 BASE

The data is very long, but you get the idea of how complicated these crafts were to construct and
knowledge involved to produce them for such a very short time. Systems had to be built and the
mentioning that many people involved who could be trusted and not leak anything out toward the
public eyes and understanding. Yes, a lot of theories, speculations, fantasies, hear say, rumors
abounded out in the public’s eye, mostly within the UFO communities, and all the experts who
said this or that and in reality, they knew nothing of the sort, to include the proper understanding
of what is really taking place. So if and when someone would call this nonsense, or they knew this
or that, I often laugh because no one knew about it. There were very harsh penalties if someone
even tried to speak about it, but then that was not the case at times either. Some who were on the
inside were allowed to mention some cases the facts of ET and these exotic crafts being seen, what
could they be, who created them, or what are their purposes? Oh… Mr. Ray Werdle, who was
going to just do that in 1993, now you might know the rest of the story. I can say this, there was
no money appropriated for the above projects after the Aurora crafts, there was money given by
the various nations involved during these times, but the budgets had to be cancelled for the
reasoning of the threat of exposure, especially in this nation, many defense spending budgets
would be alerted to the public by many watchdog groups in Washington, so the people who worked
on them, did so and were paid accordingly as if they were building a tree house or a go cart for the
military. All of this was kept so secret, as I have said, only a hand few of those who were actually
on the inside knew about it and were involved.
Damn, time goes by so fast when you have been reading and writing down what needs to be told
as it is now November 5th, 2018. Time is now 05:34am/cst. I did get 2 hours of sleep and the
coffee is in my hand and great as always. Yes, my coffee is highly classified also as some might
suspect, but since I’m sharing things here, I shall tell you this, I drink dark Columbian roast coffee,
Special order I get from a local source and no donuts, but a bear claw or apple fritter would hit the
spot at this time. Oh well, one out of three isn’t too bad. Now where am I on this spread sheet
here?
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Ahh, here we go, as I was telling you, the U.S. Navy was in charge of all of these secret projects,
and as I also stated about the funding, the facts before me simplified that the inside governments
knew about much of this and the late Senator John MaCain was in charge with a lot of this. Behind
closed doors for the secrecy involved here, mainly never to get the general public alarmed on the
seriousness of events that could and would take place, special projects for the SSP or Alt 3 went
under the disguise of two items, “CHALK CORAL and RETRACT AMBER”. Instead of USAF
projects, simply reassigned to naval things being used to transport civilian military workers to
these bases and rotate the personnel, and to keep it private so no one knew the case events being
done right before the public’s eye. But then you have the tin-foil hat community and all the
conspiracy cases out there, so something would be purposely leaked into these communities and
no one was ever the wiser. Hell, if the UFO expert, whoever it was at the time said it, it had to be
fact right? There were some in the UFO community that were the real deal, such as Wendelle
Stevens and Robert Dean who knew from being on the various sources and committees, but the
other “wanna be’s,” as I call them, the money was flowing from the various nations involved to
provide the personnel needed and the creation of these exotic crafts, and as I said, some were not
human in origin. In contrast, personnel, operations, maintenance accounts were hidden very well
from prying eyes and minds. Only explanations that would be given in this country were the
selected activities were procurements for defense budgets. With this being told by the various
watch dogs, no one would be the wiser, if all worked out, too, I might add, perfectly.
We can see the facts, well at least I am seeing it, but you can look up these things I am saying and
see for yourselves that they did exist and in many cases, still do. For example, FY-1987, some
$489 billion dollars was allowed through the military budget spending to be allowed for things to
fund the military, Army, Air Force, Coast Guard, etc. But what about the Navy, Marine Corps?
Their budget was separate from the others. 1987 figures were noted as that of $650 billion. Wow,
and the same description for military budgets was explained to the up keep of ships, payment to
personnel, but if one could see the data behind these meetings and budgets criteria, another $259
Billion was being stashed into another selective projects as the spread sheet here says, wonder
what these other projects were? Well, use your imagination, you shall know this by the facts I have
given to you, Amber, Coral, coded names in the Navy’s system of highly classified secrets. And
yet, as I told many in the book we wrote, that the people at Government Project Aquarius had an
annual budget of $18 million dollars each year, our salaries and travel expense was inside these
accounts that were kept from the public’s eye.
In 1990, some of the leaks were purposely told to a select few who would write what they were
told to write. An article came out in “Aviation Week” and “Space Technology” magazines all to
allow some of this information into the public’s eye and mind set, since many reports of these
crafts being witnessed and seen in the day and night skies over the world. Here is what I think that
was printed as I had at one time read this, and remember, I was still at the agency at the release of
this information.
A high-altitude aircraft that crosses the night sky at such a high rate of speed, and yet makes no
sound has been observed several times now over the Midwestern states, typically observed as a
single light source and sometimes pulsating, flying at speeds that seem to out ranged to be made
here on this planet and exceeding any known aircraft of the time, some of the altitudes have
been said to the press that they are over 50,000 feet, normally, silent as they are, who and what
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are they? The military is not saying anything at this time, but the UFO communities are a buzz
that these are alien space craft and they are here to either harm, invade, or they are long awaited
saviors. And no sonic booms are ever heard, so are they a shooting star? Possible! Are they
some form of secret satellite, or could they just be someone’s imagination?
I don’t remember the month it came out, but look at the article as it was stating the UFO
communities were a buzz, simply, the facts were, these people could be used as the front to distort
the information and knowledge with all sort of claims, theories and statements by ones who would
purposely go there and give out disinformation as facts, as something that happen, and again, sell
their latest books, DVD, shirts, coffee mugs, and be the personality for the year. It is still done
today as I very well know of...so again, run people, get on board the Merneva ships, the UFO
talked to me, get your latest fashioned tin-foil hat, get them while supplies last. Come to my
selected ranch, for $500, I will call a UFO for you and you can receive the conciseness from the
upper 5th and 6th dimensions, and for an extra $250 dollars, at this reduced price, you can go to
the 7th and 8th dimensional realms. You might think I am poking fun here, and I am, but these
things have taken place and some still do today. It is a scam and most know it, but unfortunately,
there are people who truly wish to see these crafts, and they will in due time, and I shall say this,
I have allowed others to witness these crafts first hand, but then, I have also seen some faint, pee
on themselves and some that are so adamant to witness, never understand, this is not a Cosmic
Uber Service. I do have to have that humor so I can stay focused on what I am really trying to do,
educate others to the facts, and those who wishfully and honestly ask, heartfelt pleas in some case,
to know what is fact and what is outright B/S.
The facts of Brilliant Buzzard surely were known by a selective few and some were released to
the public by order of President Reagan in the days, but he was also going to pick up where JFK
left off, and it almost got him killed too.,. But he did in fact get to say that the seriousness of an
outside alien force could come and how one’s differences meant so little at the time. Many of the
simple items were released and no one was the weary of what was really going on, accept the
Vatican knew many things and yet they were not ever involved with any of the subjective data and
inside, the security was held to the highest standards ever known at the time. If someone who was
screened was even associated with any type of church, religion and especially the anything to do
with the Catholics, they would not be hired, and simply, they were often told, due to budget cuts,
we cannot hire you at this time, but we shall keep you on record. The screening process was strict.
Inside the various units, this was the case and with the other nations also. Could they be trusted to
keep the secret for the time being? I said that in 98% of the case…YES. There would always be
about that 2% who might say something out of the circle, and they who did this in most cases,
were either reprimanded, or sent to a less secure area.
And since I left unannounced in November of 1993, the following year, military subcommittees
were talking behind closed doors what to do next? They had lost the ones who in the beginning
knew the things they tried so many years to keep hidden, the fear that I had surely taken their play
books and data sheets and might just start talking like a canary. I laughed at the time, but assured
them, we were in complete control here and the warning would one day have to told in its entirety.
I have, too, over the years, in some way or fashion, but never saying anything that would get
someone killed. But on the other side, that has never been the case. Especially where the Church
of Rome is concerned. I was asked in June 1995, by a man named senator Robert Livingston would
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I consider coming back, all of us for that matter? And this was just after the event that I said was
to take place soon coming in 1997. He wished to see the facts we are revealing here right now, a
show of force, a mother ship to come down into earth’s atmosphere, he did believe us in many
ways, but then, I had just visited Area 51 also the talk and mentioning many things at the UFO
convention in Vegas. But the facts were slated to remain silent for the time being and they knew
it and all of my siblings knew it. It would be the simple facts I addressed to General Lawrence
Welch, do not cross us and do not try to change a thing concerning these things that are to come
to pass. Just tell the public what there is to know and leave the rest to us, we shall not get the world
alarmed in the facts of what could very well take place. They in some way did that to the letter. I
thought that was a good thing. In that, they also knew that this was in many ways promising to my
senses since Clinton was doing his best to find out things that were going on, in fact there were
many things he had his butchers out doing, and the budgets had to be kept secret from his conniving
cronies and systematic evil ones who he was aligned with.
Since the SR 71 craft were being told that they would be moth balled, what was to take its place
as some committee members wished to know, simply that there were newer and faster aircraft to
be made, all that would be told at the time. And they didn’t lie as I saw it, there was, just that some
of these crafts were not of human origin, all they need to understand. I will say this, some thought
that a new and faster secret spy plane was in the military inventory, and the Russians would never
know, OMG, funny, the Russians had the very same things going on inside their own secret
facilities at the time and how many would have fainted if they knew that they were involved with
this development since 1958? That these crafts had been seen by the general public as some called
it, donuts on a rope from the pulse drive they had installed to power them.
Pulse-detonated power sources as I have said earlier, created by our own technology was not
something that humans could create here and many items to create them had to be brought here in
the understanding that they were to be used in travel and defense of this world. Labeled as the
‘PDWE”, pulse detonation wave engines…The shock wave created by these crafts would ride as
if it was on a wave of water, While traveling at such velocity of Mach 3-4, the detonation would
ignite the thrusters to a thrust wall so fast the molecules in the air are rapidly pushed aside near the
nose of the craft that it creates in front, the process is then bringing the air vehicle to the speeds
desired as that of hypersonic speeds, and that our own crafts could achieve the speed of light, but
that is another story for another day. But these crafts were not designed to achieve that source of
power, it would never be allowed until mankind learned to co-habitat with each other, then travel
beyond the solar system could be shared freely. Much of this construction was not only done at
Dreamland/Area 51, but at Beale Air Force Base where they were assembled for final test flights.
A United States Air Force base with more Naval personnel there than Air force people, that could
have been a red flag for those who were hunting for things, but it was never placed as one piece
with another, a secret well-hidden I thought and well planned too. These crafts also had the
capability to just out right disappear before one’s eyes. This system was surely stealth in the way
we understand it. The ultimate cloaking device that was only thought to be venturous in some
minds, but in actuality, it worked and no one knew where they would go or arrive at, here is the
first and complete divisive systems that were being searched for when the mentioning of the
Philadelphia Project was in it’s infancy, being conducted on small boats at first, but then ships,
and eventually, ironed out problems and created into the air frames of the crafts themselves.
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These crafts were tested and eventfully operated outside their own specific parameters. Brilliant
Buzzard had been now completed, and the worries that some thought might backfire on the world,
mainly, some nation talking openly, or worst-case scenario, use them against another nation, never
took place with such agreements and warnings of the consequences if attempted, too many things
in place to assure the security and safety of those involved. The pulsating events seen by others
the public at times, and emanating sounds heard at times, the strange lights witnessed and often
photographed, were the facts of the Buzzard as it was coded as, was flying and along with others
of its own type. In many cases of these reports, people would her or feel a sensation of electricity
if they got to close to the sources of the power, where car engines had shut down, or some high
pitch frequency was heard by animals, dogs would at times howl, birds would fall out of the air,
most cases alive, and then just fly off again. These crafts operating from a 10,000K Hz generator
as the power source surely was alien to them, but to us, that is how we traveled around the places
where we live, or have those who are part of our society, earth being just that. I have said that this
world was an extension of the Pleiadian’s culture.
Now you know, but a secret space Program, not too secret, was it? Simply right out in the open
and yet, no one really knew, especially the UFO community. The generator no bigger than the size
of a small television as we know it as. Operating around the facts of 200 hertz per second to achieve
what some know it as, warp drive. Not a Star Trek saying, but a real true fact here, as this is what
we have always called it and know it as.
As the Doppler systems shifting may conceal the values with the reported radar images, they could
never get a true track on the crafts and once the cloaking device would be activated, the radar no
matter how sophisticated one might be, could see the craft or track it. It was a simple fact, that
those who knew the SSP/Alt 3 were in the know about many things and so when someone mentions
they were here, in earnest, involved with the SSP projects, or they were taken to a planet light year
away, and came back as young as they were when they first left, or simply they knew this or that,
I listen to see what they are saying, and some are just plain out right deceptive. I have had the
documents for years now as I saw them and kept them for my own reasoning to allow to explain
it one day to the world. I have the names and the dates and the technology that was brought here,
why it was brought here. Who created it, systems involved, the nations involved, and the people
who were working behind the multiple closed doors and the money spent at times and where it
was coming from. I just know these things as I have said, because I have lived it all my natural
days. I am going to close here for now, there shall be coming a Part Three, regarding 1) the bases
which some might wish to know about, 2) what is taking place on Mars and the Moon, and
3) maybe some other places some might only speculate.
The time is now November 5th, 10:09 am/cst…I am going to close right here for now. As I will
say here again, this is true disclosure, not the Camelot or UFO civil war disclosure…Peace to
all…Eddie
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THE TRUTH ABOUT SECRET SPACE PROGRAM (SSP)
Part Three
There are pictures which I haven’t shared yet, are of the crafts; but they surely will be soon. But
let’s discuss the facts concerning Project Serpo and the bases we know exist in this galaxy. One I
shall start with is the Moon base and then we shall fly to the things on Mars that are not told openly.
Most know that there were simply several mentions from the various Apollo missions of things
circling the lunar orbiter, and wordage as “Santa Clause is here.” The secret is still safe for the
time being, but there were two other secret Apollo missions that some again speculate, theorize,
or things were plainly said with no credible sources to back them up. That is not the case with me.
Let’s see, where do I start? I have so much documentation of these things, apart from what has
been said, who said them, and why they were being said. In the first place, why did the United
States go to the Moon in the first place; not because JFK said it was hard, and America needed to
be the first, but simply that there were things from humans’ ancient past that we’re still there; and
at one time, that planet was inhabited also, just like earth’s sister planet which was inhabited, called
Teamet. A war that came out of the heavens as I have said, all starting with the ancient Garden of
Edome, the astral belts we see today, are the remains of that such planet, not much bigger than
earth is today, a thriving population and environment. I often wonder what that world would
have eventually become, if it had not been destroyed? Simply, the war that ensured also went to
Mars, Venus, and yes, here on earth. Venus has no environment today, it has become lethal in the
air quality, but in ancient past, that was not the case; luckily, the few survivors were taken off
there. But Mars had a huge civilization that almost was destroyed in its own concept and nature.
The scares can be seen there today; also if looked at from the atmosphere, fortunately, there is still
a breathable air quality that surely can sustain humans, but life still abounds there in certain places.
But I will get to that understanding soon, back to the Moon and what is truly there and some are
now starting to come to light. First of all, no, the moon is not an artificial satellite, as some think;
and no, the moon is not operated by Greys (as sources within the UFO community say), but there
is life there and much can be seen if looked at with certain type of powerful telescopes. Bases do
exist there and they are part of the SSP as most would have figured now. But why are they there
and who run’s them? Great prospects to see that a defense system was placed there as the early
warning defenses created for mankind. But the last of the Apollo missions were to send up sensors
and have them placed exactly where they needed to be placed. Much of the crafts I have told you
about were used to travel back and forth with such speed as that of transports, moving people,
materials, items of weaponry from the case of the data we knew at the time. Simply to say that we
knew things would get ugly someday, we just didn’t know when, but we also knew who the enemy
was and where they were hiding and what had to be done to uproot them and destroy them. Much
of the bases and the people were long past in ancient memory as I have said, but vowed to return
one day and destroy humankind, to which I said, not on my watch, they wont.
The war that started here some 212K years ago destroyed much of the communities which were
developed and the people who lived there, to include our very own. Reasoning why, for the ancient
ice age and the disappearance of many animals man only knows about, but many others that were
looked at a only myths. But the mentioning of these great cultures and creation centers were gone
by the time one came to defend what was left. Who and what did this, some might ask? The
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Draconians did, as they turned on all that was good and holy, life itself was looked upon as that as
holy. The fable serpent of the garden, was not a snake as some religions has led you to believe; but
real beings who are despised and hated among our society. The remnants of the first force to arrive
here set up a base on the place you call the moon today, those bases are still there, and yet, not
many knew about them until the mid-fifties, which was disclosed to the world governments by our
Father when he came here. Simple enough don’t one think? The Moon bases were the last outpost
during the war, and much has not been mentioned about them until recent years. The Cross
Mission, as it was called, simply that this was Apollo mission @0, and kept very secret at first, but
the data and the announcement was never allowed to be made known to the public. But it is very
well known in the SSP program. Funny, I have not heard anyone mention that either, if you have,
please share what you might have heard.
The coded words were known at the time as that of “Cross” and it was to explore the ancient bases
that were left there in the very ancient past. Rome had known of them, but not the technologies at
the time; whereby to actually send a space craft there to find them. But olden maps they possessed,
did in fact, show the locations of where they existed. Simply, why the Apollo missions were
specially selected to the places they would land, not to gather some rocks, but to film and find any
ancient technology that might have been left there. In fact, they found a Pleiadian war ship there
in one of the regions and the occupants were believed to have been brought back to earth. This was
located near the Lunar pole region, I am not sure which one, I have never been able to find
everything that concerns this and the archeological data associated with it. But we do know that it
was very well documented inside the agencies departmental groups that were involved with these
studies and that these bases were there to facilitate the explorations and development for the
defenses of this world, called earth. Not to mention, most likely the other sister worlds also.
Everyone were an ear shot from one another.
Many of the photos that were sent back to earth, the Ames Research Center have kept them under
lock and key. Mainly the scientists involved then with them, were Anthony Coleapret and Dr. Kim
Ennico while they reviewed many from the regions called Centaur and Tranquility. To distinguish
what was natural formations and something else. If it was something else, then what was it, and if
not natural formations and structures, what were they and who built them? They were clear and
cut geometric shapes that were not natural and could not be confused with anything other than
someone built them. So why were these structures hidden from plain sight? One reason is that
NASA claimed it had not gone back to the Moon since the 1979 event of Apollo 20. People who
were there, in most respects, looked like normal humans. It is also ludicrous that some said that
these bases were destroyed, technologies that surely surpasses anything that man could envision
then, or ever would not have been allowed to remain and was it ever true for that matter. So you
see, here is another example of disinformation as most would know. In all of this, I have showed
some pictures that I have had for years and they tell the facts of what NASA or anyone else would
have shared with you. I shall say this openly. It does bother me when others make these claims
and cannot show the facts or proof, I surely will and you who read this, make your own
conclusions. Yes, some are very old and some are in black and white, but the story is selfexplanatory…the moon bases are there and ancient in nature.
I have some data and information on them, but the facts are very far and few between, not as much
as there is about the discoveries that were found on Mars, but we go to the CIA’s Omega files
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which I have here before me, and some of you have seen them, are real and factual as we know
them, so this is where the info shall come from…save the time, you might look up something that
says Omega file, but they are not real unless they have a classification number on them, which I
doubt very much. One of the reports sent to the Director back in 1973, stated that the bases
appeared to give off a signal that is being retrieved back on earth. They themselves tracked the
signal that was coming from an openly large cavern near a rock formation. Located near the Area
known as the Centaur depression site. It would be here that the ancient craft was found. They also
found more structures to include two pyramid-like structures there also. Simply, both pyramids
were identical as the ones at Giza, now not finding out anything if and who took the measurements,
I have to rely on the data presented, so I can say whether they were or not. They might have been
bigger, but they are mentioned and assumed they are the same size as the earth base structures.
The exact reports from a secret NASA mission called Zeus, or Apollo 20 that was sent behind
anything the world would know about was taking place in an area that had been filmed by Apollo
15. This area of the surface was called Taurus-Littrow. Here was the discovery of the craft sitting
inside a mound of some sort and as reported, it had not landed there. The three astronauts were
Commander William Rutledge, Lt Commander Leona Snyder and Russian Cosmnaught, Alexi
Leonov. Pictures are special, especially when they are from the source of the internal affairs that
go on daily inside the ones involved with the SSP. Again, never have I heard anyone say anything
about this, only rumors as most would know of. Since some of this was allowed to be revealed,
the debunkers come out in force, as most know. But if it wasn’t so, why is the CIA, NASA so
worried about certain things being revealed publically, and yet, never denying that these events
took place? We also know that some of this information surely was being talked about back in
1975, kept within the secret CIA documents called, “Star Gate,” special psychic operations being
conducted before we all arrived at Langley. But the mentioning of structures found on the surface
would lead to more discoveries of cities there in the Delporte-Iszak areas. It is here that the
underground sites are noted. The pictures I have shared shows them, I encourage all to see the
structures the Apollo crews saw and what they reported back to Houston. It is so easy to say this
never happen, but then, the proof again is in the pictures as they were analyzed by film footage
experts to say they were 100% authentic.
So who are the ones claiming residence on the Lunar surface, one might ask? Simply that those
from the Federation and humans, and a base of operations that has been there for a very long time,
is up and operational. Not much of a secret there, as there have been much talked about this for
several decades now, through the UFO communities and most is only speculations, conjecture of
this or that, but no one has shown any evidence to say what is or what isn’t. Until now, all has been
kept a secret and yet, leaks still came out. My personal opinion is that the people at Langley would
leak some small stuff out that was true, and then the debunkers would come out to silence the facts,
and most of the general public would never know what they were seeing as real or not. That is how
it has worked for as long as I can remember and the same tactics are most likely still done that way
today. The UFO civil wars. To create the diversions that was necessarily needed to keep everything
hushed up until the time was right for release to the world, unfortunately, the snail pace of
disclosure is still moving like that of a snail. The bases are operational and most likely
expanded into even bigger complexes, but the moon bases, or the Moon itself, is not a hollow out
satellite as some conspiracy theorist claim, it is actually a world that was at one time with an
atmosphere much like earth. As I know it, there were several inhabited worlds as such with
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intelligent life on them that were alive and creative among all, and then the war took place and
several of these planets were destroyed as I have said, one that was destroyed completely was
earth’s sister world called, Teamet.
Mars almost went as that of Venus as the records tell us. Can I prove this without a shadow of
doubt? No I can’t, as most know this to be a fact also; but the Samarian records do talk about them
and the ones who came down…Elohim or El’ Hm…Means those who came down. This is what I
have on the Moon bases and structures there, but there is more information on Mars than one could
ever imagine, I shall now move to that planet and the data again, at my fingertips, and pictures
also. Simple facts come forward that some might know about, but then, there are things that some
have never seen before, I shall guarantee that, because I have never shown them openly like
this. This is the facts concerning the data called Serpo and the bases and people who once lived
there and with only a smaller portion left to continue on.
MARS BASES-101 DATA…FILES GAO 1697-42 CYDONIA.
Many things are out there concerning the discoveries on Mars and especially in the regions of
Cydonia, the place the face of something great was found. It would be known as the “FACE on
MARS”. Who or what it is...is still up for debate by many, but I shall tell you the data and again,
you be the judge. But keep this in mind, NASA disclaims it as nothing more than a simple shadow
defect and nothing more. But as in court of law, the evidence speaks for itself and stands on it’s
own merit to either convict or acquit. Part of the history, some might not know. The face, as we
shall call it, was discovered in 1976, by the Mars Viking craft probe. Simply showing a very large
smiling face as some call it in the Cydonia region. They were accidently released through the
National Geographic Society and were asking, what is this? NASA and their scientists went into
overdrive to say that it was a filmed shadow that played tricks on the people eyes who saw it. Well
now, I do wear glasses, and my eye sight surely is very good, but what I saw and was informed
by, this was not a shadow. I do have some high dollar camera’s and know how to use them and
have taken hundreds of photos, but then we are talking about a space probe here with multiple
camera arrays and they did have a system on board called PPS (PHOTOPOLARIMETER
SYSTEMS). On board? This is one of the earliest systems used in those days. This program system
was not analog as some might suspect, it was in fact digital as they were controlled at the rate of
film footage taken, when they would take pictures and angle and frame entries as to be received
by Houston. These exotic cameras were made by Nikon as the following ratings at the time were
as advance as it got. Transmitting footage at a rate of 7000 kilobits per second, auto focus and
1400 recorder playbacks per minute. Using what was called a 160-bit particle wave with
180mchannels for anything they wished to film. The system could not only distinguish the shadow
frames, but with the infrared spectrometers, these displays were as good as they could get. It is still
used today within the various rovers that are trekking along the surface, simply the first MP3
players, you could say.
Today’s cameras have not advanced too much since those early days of Viking, as Nikon still
makes the NASA special cameras, but they are called 2MP/F4 units. Highly resolute in imaging.
But did you notice I had mentioned that the early units had autofocus? So, they must have thought
that we would not know these things and take their word for it as a shadow that was not focused?
These video-cams were then state of the art instruments and they still are today. So allow me to
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explain the simple things about what has been told behind closed doors and even the debunkers
are having a very hard time understanding this. That should be no surprise there, I think. This
comes from the MSAA/MARS SURFACE ANOMALY ANALYSIS…so this is a tax payerfunded private sector that the general public never hears about, well rarely do they, unless it is
something that is not so secretive they wish for no one to know what is up there. This comes from
a report from them and it went to the CIA/NSA for briefing as I read it back in 1986. Hope you
find this interesting.
April 6, 1979…The findings from Viking imager photos are in the envelope number 3 and 4.
You shall see the exact images on simplex system 12 as the same that surveyor took. They are
exact. Evidence from studies tell that they are artificially anomalies and not natural. The MonsCydonia area has multiple structures in an area of about five kilometers in range. As the other
pictures at this time show three pyramid structure of immense size to mention that southern
area, could be a very large lake. We are certain this has not been looked at this time by the TEC.
We should at this time compare the Sphinx to the Face and see the comparison. Does the TEC
been informed about these findings as of yet? You shall also find the finds on microfiche frames
66-b as that of a landing pad of some sort. Your attention is warranted at this time…Robert
Simpson…Senior Advisor-film analysis…JPL
Well, with that said, how many out there have seen this before? I shall bank, none! The fact was
that there were people and beings already living there as the memo says. The very word of TEC,
a coded word inside the space community that simply means,“TERRAFORMATION
EXPLORATION COLONIZATION”. So who was there and why, and who was in charge, for
one? Let’s take another look at the facts concerning the alleged SSP. As the rumor mill say, there
were military people who went there as part of this so-called 20-20 project. I have never found
anything concerning something known as the 20-20 project. But what we have found is that the
mentioning of colonization and that has been mentioned several times over the course of several
years, to be fact. I have said before from romance to reality in many of these events or cases that
someone says this and says that and never shows any proof to substantiate what they claim. With
over some 300 annotations and theories of the pictures they could not explained, why would
someone come out and say or show something such as the Face on Mars and say it is only a
shadow? Unless they were hiding something else from the public’s eye. That is a logical reasoning
I think. Many of the photos were cropped and they did show strange images that some just were
dazzled by. What about the ones that the people themselves as that of NASA calling it the “CITY
SQUARE”? THE ORIGINAL RESOLUTION DID SHOW MANY STRUCTURES THAT
APPEARED TO BE INTACT. Caps purposely so you to remember that the photos you will see
do verify this as fact. Their excuses were showing a face of sizable symmetry and geological
proportions. And they called it the city square, imaginable to think that the press was told it was a
natural and shadowed formation don’t you think? They also told the press that they found it
somewhat relative interesting, I bet they did, since most knew exactly what was living there and
humans to be included in this. Remember the item called that of Serpo? There it is and this was a
live event that did take place. The very ones of the coded word mentioned as that of TEC.
The actual first film footage was taken on August 16, 1976 and discussed thereafter, what was said
and displayed is something I don’t know, but when we first saw them, they were stunning and sent
a very clear message to us all, something like this is not manmade nor is it a geological anomality.
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This was real time. The first images would find itself in the public’s eye around 1978, and the
press went wild as many church leaders at the time refused to admit the possibility of life elsewhere
in the universe, I found that somewhat crazy. It wouldn’t take me long that we requested an update
image of the area from Sat-link mapping to see for ourselves, I still have it today. For some strange
reason, it found it within my procession and still have it at this time. Showing not only the city
square, the face, but the large lake they mentioned in the April 6, 1979 document. I have them all
noted and marked as need be to identify the area and the structures. But what even got me more
involved in the early days there and since the Vatican had placed a Bishop with us to tell us things,
show us items of interest, the SPSR wish to have copies of the very same map I have today. The
SPSR is simply the “SOCIETY of PLANETARY SCIENCES and RESEARCH”, ran by the
Vatican in Rome. Well, that should be no surprise there. Ran by researcher Dr. Horace W. Crater,
and also a member of the American Geophysical Union, he said that there should be a full
investigation of what the structures are and what and who is involved there. The Vatican could be
of useful help in these matters. I am sure they could be since they have so much data pertaining to
the events of past and things they have in their possessions, like such…life in the universe. That
would be a great place to start. That was by the way a preliminary report submitted by Dr. Crater.
While NASA was held to the policy of “no comment,” the Vatican surely was interested in them.
Wonder why? Several scientists associated with the imaginary said prematurely they didn’t know
at the time, is it a natural object, alien in nature, what was it? But the past twenty years has placed
little or no knowledge about the SSP and what surely was living up there. So they could not
understandably render any significant artificiality images to say otherwise. But then we have just
a few months back, President Trump calling for a new space force to control space. Where is his
advisors. They already know this and have they advised him on the seriousness of this? I might be
out of bounds, but I know some US Presidents were never allowed to know everything about what
we are talking about here, Jimmy Carter was one of them and so was Clinton, and I sincerely
believe that Obama might be out of the loop. There were good guys, and bad guys, some trusted,
and some you wouldn’t give the time of day to. Security at its highest as I know it as. The questions
at the time was far from settled as we saw it and it today remains open to the public, and will as
long as the dark elitist control the issues we are saying here. I have deplored the lack of
scientifically speaking integrity of many of these individuals on such matters that will say this,
denying the truth and never answering legit questions that everyone should be able to have. This
to include the UFO community that make the outrageous claims they do. I have talked to so many
and they say one thing, and then another.
During the month of April 1998, the Mars Global Surveyor obtained new images as we are told
and of the Cydonia region and they showed the very same thing as the originals ones first taken,
by this time, the lid had been placed on it, Premature announcements were kept within the various
agencies to look at them and have many world top scientists give their own call on it. These images
were widely disseminated by the news media outlets as some final proof they were not alien in
nature, the cover up again as many others they were involved with. The SPSR said they regretted
their first remarks. No, you don’t regret them, you were threatened or bribed with money for
stopping; and you all would have been out of a job. Funny, that money is always the answer that
shuts the doors of disclosure isn’t it? They were never fully aware the full impact it would have if
someone started talking about the SSP and possible alien artifacts and structures found on Mars.
I, being from the start at the agency, being told I would see, hear and be involved with multiple
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secret research projects and that I could ask questions, but there might be times, the answers could
not be given, well that is an odd one to start off with I thought, but again, I was young, wise and
the money was more than I could ever have imagined with any job. Yes, I whistled sometimes
while I worked. But here is where the data would get blurry for me at the time I had finally gotten
around to the seeing of these specific images, Michael and Daniel and a few others had already
viewed them; but the first look, told me inside my own senses that this was not man-made. I also
read a report from a astro-archeologist named Dr. Harry S. Moore, University of California and he
was assigned to the JPL teams. Here is what Dr. Moore said in 1998 and this document was within
my range of security…
May 28, 1998…report 052898….files Omega One/16a…Viewing the follow retrieved images
from the second set mission from Viking and Surveyor, these are my findings at this time.
Images from the eastern point are darken for some unknown reason, cannot be identified, but
the resolved questions seem to be now answered for most part. The first images of the face was
taken at a lower angle at approximately 45* from the western side of the object. The eastern
side, though illuminated is severely truncated by the camera perspective that even with the best
efforts at ortho-rectification, insufficient data is present to resolve the important issues that will
arise if this is released to the media.
Similarly, the city complex is much better to the resolution frames as the secondary structures
seem to be a fortress of some way fashioned. Three of these are most significant with nonfractural responses and virtually unique in the landscape surrounding it. What appears to be
constructed walls enclosing the central area of the city as that of not theory alone, but factual
data obtained and reviewed as such. As advance they may seem by speculative individuals at
these anomalies, as the pyramids, the center of the city, and other strange structures are of great
interest. Unfortunately, the images captured remain unsolved.
The characteristics of the so-called pyramids seem to be exactly as the ones located in Giza
Egypt and the dimensions look to be in and the same. These formations under my professional
opinion are that they are not natural and more investigation should be conducted soon here
after. Within the various agencies that are involved should look next beyond the preliminary
analysis in addition to other images that might be required for future references. They are not
natural erosion or similar rock structures from other images taken Dr. Harry S.
Moore…University of California…JPL
We have several others who were involved with this study and they showed the same
understanding as did Dr. Moore. These others were as follow, Dr. Mark J. Carlottos and Dr. John
E. Branddenburg, who were independent scientists who worked for the JPL labs and also
contracted by the United States Naval Research and Development station in San Diego California.
Mr. James Erjavec, senior scientist with the NASA imaging department also said that what they
were, could not be possibly natural and that there are some inside the government that know this
for fact, maybe they should come clean and explain themselves. I have several requests from him
to the senior director of NASA at the time, which was three people and one I worked closely with
during my tenure at Langley. His name was none other than Richard C, Patterson. He would refer
me to contact George W.S. Abbey at Houston Space Center, and Roy D. Bridges, KSC/Kennedy
Space Center. As I knew, they would not call back nor answer the request asked from them to
share the evidence of the SSP and what they knew was on the Moon and Mars. The highest of all
levels of national security was involved as many know, funny, if money would have been
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threatened to be cut off, I bet they would have sung like a canary. I would let my patience take
control and wait my time, there were more ways to skin a cat, if one looks for the right opportunity.
I myself, did just that.
In the images that we saw, there were tracks as if a bulldozer had gone across the landscape, which
could not be explained, then the newer images showed the structures and the pyramids in full
detail, hell, I was getting to view the pictures as anyone else, why couldn’t these directors say
something on the issue as requested or were they scared? I think the latter was more correct.
Simply, no one was talking about this SSP and the facts that alien races, as they were called, were
there and thriving as a community and earth scientists were there with them. That was no big deal
in our eyes, and simply, they could not allow the public to know the real threat that had taken place
eons ago in the past, and it could very well happen again in the near future. The city mounds as
they were being labeled, since the information was highly classified, they were real, true their form
and nothing that mankind had seen ever in any other phots. Some of these mounds or the structures
in the labeled city, were in the diameters of 800 feet in diameters and squared up as perfectly
created structures of exact dimensions. Especially artifacts and geologist were saying, there is no
way this can be natural, I often smiled when I read this as these Ph.D.’s who could not ever place
their spin on something that they themselves could not explain. Turned out that the two notable
images that Viking took, were smaller structures of exact cube frame dimensions. As one scientist
said in the report, it appears as these are small control modules of some type. The final statement
issued to the various agencies involved, there were suggested these images to be artificiality in
construction; not man-made.
Two of the pyramids were labeled as D & M as that could be noted for identification. Now
remember there were five in total, but the D and M were much larger than the others, the others as
it is believed were exactly similar to the ones described in Giza Egypt, but these two were
enormous in size. Somewhere in the dimensions of 1575 meters in square range size. The ones at
Giza are in the neighborhood of 728 feet and 545 feet and 320 feet dimensional triangular
measurements. So if one can image the size of these two D & M, these were in my book, supersized
and for some unknown reason as today, I could not estimate why, and the purpose. However, any
further images would have to wait for a better resolution and upgrades from newer robotic probes
that could physically land and move to the areas of interest. The problems here with the
interpretations in terms of something that might seem artificiality created, we have to essentially
isolate the moment of the anomaly and look at the sides, rectangular features, the height, rather
than the complex way they were built, the resolution of the cameras are sometimes blurred as the
system might be malfunctioning because of the dust that swirls on the red planet, effects from the
sun radiation, but this was not the case as they noted, all systems had been rechecked and gone
over to insure this was not the case. Everything was working as it had been designed to be. But the
next schedule date with the planet would be a probe of lower altitude to do increase mapping of
the planet, so would they purposely fly over the area again and do some detail filming? Many of
these structures were being looked at by the very best minds the world had to offer. Labeled inside
some circles as A Need to Know/UMBRE-G20 and it didn’t shock me to see this. Even with myself
having a G19 security clearance, anything above G20 was for a selected few, which consisted with
the leaders or participants of the SSP and Aquarius and the governments involved umbrella. We
might never get to know what has been seen and what the next plan would be.
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The pictures I have posted for your viewing pleasure are just a small amount that I do have from
the various ones that were on the inside, taken buy civilian and amateur astronomers, and by the
everyday joe from Nickle Ridge USA. Not one souls alive then outside of the intelligence
community knew anything about the SSP and most still don’t today, but the average person no
matter what his rank was, had to be inside the Aquarius units and working on assigned research or
you were just another person in their eyes. No matter how high your rank was. Some Generals and
elected officials were not even in the loop. This is why I know that some of these claims were
bogus from the very first mentioning of the words that they consisted of this or that, they didn’t
know. Another part of fabrications for the UFO civil wars that would continue onward today. A
dog-eat-dog world don’t you think? The one frame that shows the complete complex was frame
image 33A73-Viking. Showing everything of the mentioned city below and the large pyramids.
Now remember, this probe was some 80 to 120 miles up in the air circling on a designed rotation
orbit. But in that said, the origins format shown to me is that the probe was exactly 229 miles up
and the image required sequences were at a scan of 0.015.8 per second. Image dimensions were
rated at the time 331.07Km at a pixel range of 2,5 KM per second, that means they were not
wasting time as they flew overhead to snap shots. The incidence angle was noted at the time as
that of 68.81 degrees’ rate. That means the focus range was at its very best at the time of the
autofocus systems used and created by Nikon. Simply put, they were not missing a thing. If ET
moved down below, he was going to get his or her picture taken with exact clarity. The reports
verified this as so in the beginning.
The scientists at the JPL said to the agencies involved that the Malin Space Science Systems
amazingly accurate navigation that got the pictures and the face in the camera and showing that
the lower ends of the face did in fact show structure of elevation. The next orbits captured the city
and the walls with pin point clarity that only better if someone had been down on the ground
themselves. The great importance into this phase newer projects that should come with the efforts
and funding by nations involved, involved with what I asked? Well, we knew did we not, that they
had their hands into something so secret, that people could and would be killed over for just
thinking about it. The acts of fulfillment with myself, knowing what I now knew as fact, about
who were and especially my brothers, myself, and why we were here, our missions and to also
know to finally that discovered new world and civilizations abounded out there, and here I was
stuck with humanity which was continually at some form of war being waged, religious claims
that held no water, and to always be involved with the drama of the UFO communities that were
creating much that we see today. For the first time in mankind’s recorded history, something of
greatness was about to come out and be told of who humans were, where their destiny laid, and
who created them. It reminded me of NASA’s true mission, go out and seek new strange worlds
and civilizations, but what they sought, was already here and did they attempt to understand what
was walking among them at the time? I think much of that was kept secret from them because the
apple cart would be over turned again if exposed.
But we also knew about the great cosmic war that enveloped the galaxy several eons ago in ancient
past. The evidence was also seen in the very long, deep crevasses on the Martian surface called
that of “VALLES MARINERIS VALLEY”…Latin for Mariner Valley. The scares of the war and
the lightning strike from eons ago that almost cut the planet in half, we can only imagine what
happened to the ancient planet, Teamet, as it was completely destroyed. The pictures that are
shown are identified so you shall know which ones I am talking about here. But this same case
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study also compared that to the Great Grand Canyon here in this nation, was as a product of this
weapon, much destruction was done by this deadly source of power and energy. The same material
and chemical composites are found in Grand Canyon as they are from the Dead Sea and the site
where Sodom and Gomorrah once stood. But there is life there still and colonies also. I have also
shown you the rovers and the various probes pictures that have never been shown to the general
publics viewing too. But this valley on Mars is huge by comparison to others know areas where
attacks took place. The valley on Mars is some 2580 miles long and over 23K feet deep, ten times
greater damage there than what Grand Canyon is today. Here are the coordinates for these two
areas who wish to go to Google and see them for yourself…13.9*S=59.2W. Starting at the western
end of the valley known as the Noctis Labyrinthus Valley to the eastern side called that of
Titbonium and Isa Chasmates rifts. They are spectacular for those who see this for the first time,
but the living beings during that evil time might not have thought so. You have to remember this,
these were your relatives also, they lived much as your ancestors did, and they died horribly in
many places. Earth almost became to the same fate. To understand this war that was waged here
on planet earth some 78K years ago, you have to understand the history of what the Indians of the
Pakshur areas of India recorded. The evidence for this war is everywhere here on earth. The next
facts come from the ancient Hindu teachings in the scribes of the Drona Parva, chapter seven of
the book called the Rashidiah. The Book of the Wars of Gods. I often wonder, there is a mentioning
in the Bible called the Book of Wars of the Lord…Numbers 21: 14-15? Then the mystical book of
Jasher also mentioned the ancient wars as in Joshua 10:13 and 2 nd Samuel 1:18. Let’s move
forward and this people, is as serious as it gets and please heed to what took place to these people
here on earth several thousand years ago, the very same thing took place on Mars as we know it
also.
DRONA PARVA…THE BOOK OF RASHIDIAH-CHAPTER SEVEN…ANCIENT HINDU TEACHINGS
FROM A PERIOD LONG PAST…BHAGAVA GITA WISDOM, OVER 75K YEARS OLD, WRITTEN ON A THiN
PIECE OF SILVARY METAL THAT HAS NEVER BEEN IDENTIFIED, KEPT AT THE TEMPLE OF BARGA
TIBET. THE WARA FROM THE GODS.

Prayers were chanted, incenses burned rich offerings that were made to the warrior priest of
Melchizdek, but no one was allowed unless they were on the book of life list. A pattern soon
emerges as only those who fought for the Gods-worshipped them with unwavering loyalty were
allowed in. As the fires of the vehemas came to settle in to the top levels of the palace, side of
the great chariot opened as a narrow ladder walk extended out towards the tallest steeple in the
temple of Anu. The priest hurled out to the walk way-took up positions in the entrances. The
priest carefully made their way two by two on the shoulders supported by poles as the Vril
covered by the white shrouds. Behind the four was the high priest Rahmajah in a white linen
robe, sleeveless blue tunic, fringed in gold. On top of that was a coat of many colors, glittering
in the sun light. The coat was fastened at the shoulders of the stones of life and fire, carved into
the runes of all knowledge. On the breast plates encrusted with the jewels of heaven, two pockets
on each side which emitted a greenish glow, the stones inside of each. On his head was the royal
crown made of three bands of white metal, the chanting of the strange song and language as
they made their way into the fiery disk shape craft of the eternal light, disappearing into its
vastness. The first elect was allowed out of the palace, two by two, eager to be inside the safety
of the flying ark.
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The people outside the walls of the temple saw the ark of the promise carried across the great
grails of truth. The bringers of immortality, the one possibility which the Gods held out for
mankind since the beginning of all time. The subjects knew they were being abandoned, much
rebellion took place along the great walls of the palace. Then immediately, the golden orb
extended from the pinnacle of the palace. Bolts of gold shot from it toward the troubled ones,
they were struck, explosions vanished many, such a brutal response and the walkway retracted,
the doors closed. The silvery dark chariot rose upward, a mile above the great palace.
Underneath the bottom, a womb became visible, two golden disk floated out, below them, in a
invisible force were propagated, the Black Sphinx, over three hundred feet long, tip the paws to
the rear. The orbs maneuvered the Black Sphinx into the giant opening, once inside, they sped
to the great palace, transporting 22 golden pyramids, lastly, the red stone pyramid. When loaded,
the great womb closed. Then moved silently to the southeast. To the sacred land of Rapa Nui
for millenniums. There the Pichua they would rest in the land of Nod, uah. Then the Virrannah
rested inside the barren mountain of Nol’chatia of the north country. There the people of
Zuni’ah came to rest as the Virrannah powered down, the entrance of the underworld was
sealed.
Two days passed as the darkness of hell ascended upon the land of Mas’Jahta Artadh (VALLEY
OF THE GODS) as the screams echoed to the heavens. Many sought refuge into the sea, but
many prayed that things would go back to the days of old. The valley was now dwarfed by the
site of Brahm Veda Poi, (DRAGON GODS). The people wailed in terror as the Naggas as they
came in their silhouetted crafts against the rising sun, the Enata (7) came on those on the
grounds could feel the ground draw away. Above the great palace, the shadows fell into
darkness, the people on their knees prayed, hands raised in supplications. The great warriors
looked up, their swords of fire were useless to the display of darkness that fell upon them. The
mother Enurata (Queen) in her white silks and robe, slender pale skin, and her son Enunki,
held the curved light sword. Neither spoke, but watched. The air became like static lightning as
the bright golden light raced along the Enata (7) netra (Chariots)as it gathered at the front of
the palace ground and ran downward upon the great valley below, the great thunder bolt of
Brahm passed through everything on the surface into the ground below. The great army of
Tenorah (Holy Ones) cursed the Gods of Brahm, first abandoned, and now destroying them.
The people watch and knew what to expect next. Once more the light ran along the great ships,
gathered at the front and struck downward, ten times the power of the sun, a lightning bolt
heard abounded across the world and fire abnormal silence. The ground below surged upward
in one swift motion and a devastating surge rose to the heavens, the shock wave of fire killed
tens of thousands instantly, the wave of fire rose toward the heavens as a great paranelah
(Kapok Tree) would shield the rains. A fiery parasol of death came upon the people. Elephants
were thrown as that of dried leaves in the wind, people skin melted away and their eyes fell out
for no more would they see their doom, more died as they became liquid fire and sprayed
outward. The Holy Nephilim (Giants) warriors held their shield up against the fiery onslaught,
only to be consumed in a second incinerating blast. Fathers and mother threw themselves over
their children to protect them, and died. The valley had lifted up in the first, the waters of the
oceans boiled, but now it imploded inward and downward in one motion of death. And rolled
inland. The great wave was un-paralled scale was born, pushing outwards as it consumed all in
its path.
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Where once the great valley of Mashatah Gurkha was now a boiling dried parchment of waist
and death from above. But the destruction was so vast it was as if emotions to their fellow beings
killed and homelands destroyed, people moaned, prayed, their fate was now sealed. The
towering cliff of water raced across the great dumar (Oceans) all disappearing into its hungry
churning abyss. All and slowly went to vertical to horizontal over the lands as it swept by the
wall of death. Debris and bodies littered the rivers and oceans. All laid in ruin and waste. The
great mother queen spoke-Gwal;mai (Truce) for there are no longer Gods among us of our
creation. The time being Donn’chadh (Essence of Loss) to stage her departure, both sides had
lost dearly, as the Bani’ dardr (Probably Sodom) has met the same fate as here. But convinced
that neither side had been defeated. But we done thus all, to gain the people here time, and we
will be around in the final battle when it does come.
Morning will come and there will be much more mourning before it is all over. The great wave
rest at Agri dagi (Ararat), here the people rested upon the fiery arena that was once the great
lush garden. The wave came to the shores of Araba (Arabia) as the depths of water grew
shallower, the signs of those living along the shores, something was strange as they watch it
occur before their eyes, fish were left on dry land, the height was yet seen. The sound of thunder
was heard as it filled the air, the thunderstorm any had ever heard multiplied a thousand times.
Then the mountain of water appeared. Moving faster than the wind, catching great birds as they
feasted on the fish who could not swim. The wave roared ashore as devastation for hundreds of
peaks inland moving mountains. The wave moved across the world as a great storm of rain upon
the land, the great flood, the great fire of Brahm would be told for generations to come as the
Gods battled for generations to come, the warning to all passed down to the all-knowing ones of
Enurata (Queen). Yet some were taken to the four corners of the world. Rescued of those who
would pass from truth down into legends among the creation who now spread out over the face
of what was left of this planet. The air bore no light, deaths stench rained down over the land.
These are not only tales or myths as some might think, they actually happened and the evidence is
found all over the world, here the destruction of humanity and the flood story in a different light.
And noticed that they say the ark, rested above Ararat that is also verified in the Douay-Rheims
Greek Bible...And the Ark hovered above the waters and rested near Agra…Chapter 7, verse 17,
page 33. Much came from the Samarian Pentateuch and transcribed into teachings for generations
to come. Boy, that is a Sunday School lesson that has never been taught I bet. If you notice, that
it came to rest near Agra, and the Hindu teachings called it Agri, one in the same and meaning the
exact things also, Ararat! So one could only see the facts concerning the events that took place
here on earth and the mentioning about ancient cultures of things that are on other worlds and the
Gods who came down, the Elohim, and they described the ships and the ones who were fleeing
from the invading force. The warring factions of our people and the Niggas, or better yet, the
Draconian’s, the dragon men. You all shall be light years ahead in understanding than the
conspiracy chasers involved with the UFO civil wars. Enlightens go the truth is the key to all
knowledge and understanding things that are shaping up to be the final battle of good and evil.
I have now taken the controls of destiny for the facts about the SSP and end up teaching you about
ancient archeology, and the war that came down from the heavens. I love this knowledge because
it is not only what or who we are, but what the human race is as a whole. Things are not all
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mankind’s fault and simply put, things could have been much different than what we see today. I
think most would agree on that. Here it is, after 1 am and wide awake about things that we are
talking about, and I am not the only one up, several emails coming in, my youngest daughter is
wide awake and thinking about her Father, sending me a email message about a journal she is
reading, which I wrote and sent to her a few years ago, and those who are awakened at this time
of the morning, feel something strange taking place. So we are still talking about the secret Space
Program-SSP and many might also know the various races involved in this defense, My people,
the Pleiadians, the arch enemy of the Draconis system, the Zetas Greys/Anikims, mentioned in the
Bible, another one of our enemies, and then another one of our allies, allies of our species who
stand by our sides, Arghathians, Known as the Nordics by some, they are Pleiadian by the way,
then the Alterians who some say are reptilian, another un-truth, they are very human like. The
Vulcarios beings, who are very tall and considered by some as a giant race, but they are not the
Anunnaki giants, But the Anunnaki are the true wordage of the Nephilim mentioned in the Biblical
records, they are the ones who protected the first creation, not the fallen ones as some might think.
The Mercurians, another people who are also Pleiadian and are large themselves. Then the
Lyperconians, another form from Alpha Ramani system near Orion. Sounds like Italian does it
not? The Andromedins who are here in force, they are our closes allies that we trust greatly, they
lost many in the ancient war also, they seek the final destruction of the Draco’s too.
These are the ones who are on our side and some walk with mankind as we speak. You would
never know them if you saw one. Atlans, Avians, Bernarians, Botlians, Buttahs, Letktians, Dropas,
Hykos People, Saurian and several others also. Man is not alone and the SSP people know this as
good as anyone, but then, they are hiding much of these facts I would say. Real disclosure here,
nothing to leave out for the imagination for fantasy seekers. Maybe I shall close for now as I have
spread the information out far, and more might come still, but this is the real SSP as most have
never known it as. I might talk more about the war that was here eons in the past, and what is to
come next, but then you be the judge and educate yourselves to what is really happening here on
this planet…Terra Firma. May the light of truth be yours for the asking, we will never abandon
you for any reason. As I have said, I am a Enmuduraki Warrior of the Melchezdek Order. I do
know what is coming and I shall stand with all my brothers and sisters and defeat this vile
enemy…much love be yours always…Abiel
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ADDENDUM – PHOTOGRAPHS

THE IRAS PROBE IMAGE OF THE VALLEY LOOKING WEST TO EAST
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SEVEYOR PROBE-197
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VALLEY DESTRUCTION GOING WEST TO EAST…SEVEYOR-1978
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